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The real problem is not whether machines think but whether men do.

- B. F. SKINNER





Abstract

Healthcare professionals make decisions every day. These decisions can have a
profound impact on those they concern, such as a decision on how to treat a
patient. Patients and their families can experience prolonged illness or death if
the decision results in an adverse event; the treating healthcare organization
and society as a whole will suffer the additional clinical, economic and social
impact. Getting decisions right is important for safe provisioning of healthcare.

This thesis discusses ways of helping healthcare professionals make better
decisions through targeted use of healthcare data and knowledge. We specifi-
cally consider these three research questions:

RQ1 How can health-related data and knowledge aid decision-making?

RQ2 How can healthcare professionals contribute to implementation of data-
driven decision-making?

RQ3 How can patient trajectory data contribute to decision-making in health-
care?

The five includedpublications cover various aspects of data- andknowledge-
driven decision-making in the healthcare domain. The application scope ranges
from decision support in the electronic health record to automated clinical
knowledge classification. Results from the publications are discussed in light
of the research questions. Finally, we consider how recent machine learning ad-
vances may affect decision support in healthcare, both in terms of possibilities
and obstacles.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Decision-making is a key part of healthcare processes. When decisions turn
out right, few second thoughts are given; when they turn out wrong we seek
answers as to why. Making wrong decisions during patient treatment can
have a negative impact on multiple levels, in particular if the outcome of the
decision is an adverse event1. The direct impact is felt by the patient and
family members, be it through psychological damage, physical harm, or even
death. The second victims, to use a term introduced by Wu, are the healthcare
professionals responsible for the decision2; estimates are that between 10 and
50 percent of clinicians involved with adverse events have suffered some form
of emotional impact. Ultimately, adverse events that affect individuals have
a negative effect on wider society as well. Wrong decisions can also have a
negative impact without being directly harmful. Other possible outcomes
are unhelpful, unnecessary, or sub-optimal care. This can have effects such as
unnecessary prolongation of the episode of care and inefficient use of healthcare
resources.

Regardless of the impact of wrong decisions, we prefer avoiding them. If
an option existed to spend less time and effort on decisions without sacrificing
quality, precision and outcome, most of us would take it. This thesis looks at
ways of making technology support decisions in healthcare processes in a way
that hopefully makes them more precise, more efficient, and more beneficial to
those impacted by them. We consider both the data and knowledge that feeds
the decision-making process as well as the healthcare professionals that are
responsible for the outcome of that process. The publications within highlight
various healthcare application domains where decision support can make a
difference. We also give an overview of how recent technological advances
within machine learning and artificial intelligence may present new opportuni-
ties towards making clinical decision support work in practice—but also how
some key obstacles remain.

3



4 I CHAP. 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 SCOPE AND DEFINITIONS

The title of this thesis, Enabling Data-Driven Decision Support in Healthcare,
covers the main subject areas in the included publications and the discussion.

Starting at the end, healthcare limits the scope to the functions performed
by healthcare professionals (HCPs) making decisions regarding patient treat-
ment and evidence mapping in evidence-based medicine. With decision-support
the focus is on application areas that support health professionals in making
decisions. Furthermore, data-drivenmeans that the decision support relies on
analysis and processing of data from the targeted healthcare domain that has
relevance for the decision-making process. While not explicitly mentioned,
information and knowledge also feeds into this process. In the context of this
thesis data implies clinical texts, information text in medical research publi-
cations, and knowledge structured clinical guidelines; the latter as executable
or interpretable clinical guidelines and recommendations. Finally, enabling is
either the realization of software systems that provide the indented decision
support functionality or establishing some fundamentals for future implemen-
tations. In this thesis this implies understanding the design requirements and
contextual needs of such systems. It can also mean production deployments of
decision-support software applications in the software engineering sense.

The research within is fundamentally applied research. The data-driven
research approaches are therefore more about applying known data-processing
and analysis methods on novel research questions rather than enhancing the
methods themselves. Also, some publications are more knowledge- than data-
driven; this is reflected in the research questions below. In terms of the data
used we limit ourselves to clinical record data and research publication data.
The main focus is on unstructured text data, with machine learning (ML) and
natural language processing (NLP) methods being the primary methodological
tools.

The terms machine learning (ML) and natural language processing (NLP)
are used interchangeably to refer to techniques for automated sense-making
from unstructured clinical text, while artificial intelligence (AI) is used to denote
applications that are enabled by ML without necessarily being intelligent.

1.2 ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS AND SECONDARY USE

The electronic health record (EHR) is the primary tool to store, organize, and
communicate information about patient treatment3. As technologies for gen-
erating various forms of patient- and care-related data have become more
prevalent the amount of available healthcare data has grown significantly. Our
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conventional approaches for health data management are, as described by Fang
et al.4, no longer able to cope with the high-volume and -velocity influx of data
that we are seeing today. This has lead to increased focus on the potential for
secondary use of such data for both clinical research5 and healthcare practice
improvement purposes6, with the former being of particular interest follow-
ing the recent COVID-19 pandemic7,8. Data from EHRs gives a glimpse into
medical care and outcomes for a diverse population of patients and may help
reduce research costs, increase patient-centered research, and boost medical
discoveries9.

1.2.1 Unstructured Data

EHRs contain a wide and rich range of patient data in both structured, semi-
structured, and unstructured format, with the latter typically making up the
bulk of the data volume in the form of free-text in e.g. clinical notes and
discharge summaries. While textual data contains rich information about
patient treatment, extracting knowledge from such data is not a trivial task10.
First of all, the primary purpose of collecting the data is to document patient
treatment and not to support secondary research use. This means that the data
available to usmay have varying degrees of relevance for our research objectives.
Moreover, without access to the original author of the data and their intentions
a layer of interpretation will always have to be added. To further complicate
the problem, natural language will be ambiguous, non-standardized, contain
spelling errors, be in violation of grammar rules and have other idiosyncrasies6.

Natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning (ML) techniques
have been used to make sense of unstructured text in EHRs11,12 for a wide
variety of research purposes13. Recent advances in machine learning methods
along with the growing availability of data and computing power has lead to
steady advancements in the state of the art and increased belief and interest in
the viability of such methods for enabling secondary use of EHR and medical
data in general14.

1.2.2 Data Quality

In their review of methods and dimensions of data quality assessment in EHRs,
Weiskopf and Weng identified the following five dimensions of data quality9:

• Completeness: Is the truth about a patient present in the EHR?

• Correctness: Is an element that is present in the EHR true?
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• Concordance: Is there agreement between elements in the EHR, or
between the EHR and another data source?

• Plausibility: Does an element in the EHR make sense in light of other
knowledge about what that element is measuring?

• Currency: Is an element in the EHR a relevant representation of the
patient state at a given point in time?

High-quality EHR data that are suitable for clinical research, quality im-
provement and public health purposes rarely fulfill all of these quality dimen-
sions15. A fundamental limitation is that data will only be recorded during
healthcare episodes, i.e., when the patient has an illness. Information about
conditions associated with good health is likely absent. As for the data that is
available, a lot of it will be implicit rather than explicit, such as e.g. negative
findings. Data fragmentation as a result of the patientmoving between different
institutions and lack of interoperability between patient information systems is
also an issue. A practical effect seen in our research is that the actual start and
end points of an episode of care often have to be deduced from e.g. admission
and discharge notes. As mentioned, the bulk of the data will normally be in
the form of narrative notes, which further complicates the task of converting
the required data into a usable structured format. Data may be structured and
coded according to clinical concept models, taxonomies and classifications
schemes. Still, the use of these may vary across healthcare organization and
drift over time even within a single institution.

There are approaches towards making EHR data more applicable for sec-
ondary use. A typical process is to apply phenotyping or feature extraction on
raw EHR data to transform it into clinically relevant features and then use these
features for research purposes. However, at scale this can be a cumbersome
and inexact effort, requiring, as described by Hripcsak and Albers, "detective
work and alchemy to get golden phenotypes from base data"15.

1.2.3 Ethics and Privacy

While the potential benefits of using EHR data for health service improvements
are huge, both for individual patients and the public at large, this must be done
in an ethical and privacy-preserving manner16,17. This involves ensuring that
privacy and data security measures are in place, having informed consent and
establishing data ownership, but also the provisioning of ethics training and
accountability for ethical treatment of sensitive patient data. Risks involved
with the use of EHR data should be minimized as much as possible, primar-
ily through traditional safeguards but also by considering strategies such as
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data de-identification18,19 and the use of synthetic patient data20. However,
even such approaches are not without flaws. While both the European Union’s
General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) and the Health Insurance Porta-
bility and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule do not apply to technically
anonymous data, patients can still potentially be re-identified from such data
sets, as noted by Rocher et al.21 The use of synthetic data has a lot of potential
as a privacy-preserving tool but as techniques for creating believable synthetic
data become more sophisticated, the risk for malicious or accidental influence
on public perception of clinical ground truth increases. Chen et al. describes
how this can affect the AI algorithms that increasingly are part of decisions
with consequences for our lives22. Still, synthetic data will not necessarily less
suitable for its intended purposes than the likely flawed data it is based on.

1.2.4 Bias

On the most basic level, clinician workload, user interface design issues, and
other data entry factorsmeans that EHRdata is often fragmented, incomplete or
simply erroneous23–25. When investigating the effect of data completeness and
validity on prescription decisions in an intensive care unit, Kramer et al. found
that data quality can have a direct impact on decisions without practitioners
being aware of this26. Given complex disease histories and the presence of
comorbidity, confounding bias is another factor that may impact the validity
of the secondary use purpose27,28. Data sets can also carry forward the biases
we bring to it. Caliskan et al. showed that imprints of historical bias against
race and gender could be recovered from a machine learning model trained
on a standard World Wide Web text corpora29. Moreover, since there will
always be proportionally less data about minorities, the use of such imbalanced
data sets in machine learning classifiers will mean that they are more likely to
perform worse for underrepresented groups, as described by Schönberger30,
or for rare conditions. Finally, the focus on conditions present for illness rather
than health is a fundamental limitation and source of bias in any data collected
and documented as part of the provisioning of healthcare.

1.2.5 Temporal Representations

While the temporal data in the EHR can be used for insight into e.g. disease
progression and treatment trajectories, transforming this data into actionable
knowledge is not straightforward31. In the words of Hripcsak and Albers15, the
"EHR is not a direct reflection of the patient and physiology, but a reflection of
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the recording process inherent in healthcare with noise and feedback loops"—
or, in other words, the patient’s interaction with the healthcare system. As
an example, the date of a diagnosis code tells us when a physician made the
diagnosis but not when the patient developed the illness. Furthermore, the
diagnosis code itself may not only be a result of observations of and tests
performed on the patient but also of the reimbursement policies in place at the
time of recording. Using EHR data without taking the context in which it was
produced into account can lead to bias that diminishes its value for answering
research questions. A good example of this can be found in a study by Agniel
et al. where they compared the predictive value for survival of laboratory test
result values (i.e., patient pathophysiology) and the timing of when the test was
ordered (i.e., the underlying healthcare process)32. It turned out that for most
tests the hour of the day, the day of the week and the time between tests was
more predictive of survival than the test results themselves. While this warns
against naive use of EHR data, their findings also showed that understanding
and explicitly modeling the healthcare process dimension could to some extent
increase the predictive value of the data.

1.3 CLINICAL DECISION SUPPORT

Clinical decision support systems (CDSS) is traditionally defined as software
that aids clinical decision-making by matching the characteristics of individual
patients to a clinical knowledge base, this in order to provide patient-specific
assessments and recommendations to the clinician or patient33. They are
typically used at the point-of-care to enhance the knowledge of the clinician
through relevant suggestions. A more recent approach is to utilize data- and
observation-driven approaches as well. One way of classifying CDSSs is as
being either knowledge- or non-knowledge-based34. The latter approach
relies on the combination of data sources and machine learning rather than a
knowledge base representing expert clinical domain knowledge.

1.3.1 Adoption of CDSS

In their article on CDSS implementation successes and failures, Greenes et
al.35 remind us that in spite of a history going back more than five decades,
widespread adoption in clinical practice has still not been achieved. Improved
practical outcomes are far from given, not only on patient treatment36,37 but
also in terms of economic, workload, and efficiency outcomes38. Several studies
have attempted to figure out success factors for making CDSS work35,36,39,40.
Common problems include disruptions to established clinician workflows41,
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alert fatigue42, over-reliance on automation43, lack of technical skills among
users44, CDSS maintenance and upkeep45, and lack of interoperability and
integration between CDSSs and EHRs34. Even the experience level of the
clinician comes into play. In an analysis by Dowding et al.46, practitioners with
more experiential knowledge were found to be more likely to override CDSS
suggestions. At the time of writing, machine learning systems for automated
interpretation of medical images within radiology are approaching human-
level performance and are being approved for clinical use47. Still, figuring
out how to interface between the decision-making clinician and the CDSS
remains a challenge. In a recent working paper by Agarwal et al.48 studying
the effectiveness of human-AI collaboration in radiology it was found that the
radiologists tended to under-weigh the AI’s information versus their own and
that AI predictions did not by themselves increase diagnostic quality. As it turns
out, for the evaluated system the optimal solution was to assign cases either
to humans or to the AI, rather than having the AI assist the human. In other
studies the opposite effect is seen, in that the AI and human working together
is the optimal solution33,49.

1.3.2 Explainable Decision Support

The increased focus on non-knowledge based CDSS under the "AI in medicine"
umbrella term comes with its own set of challenges, including opaque, black-
boxmachine learningmodel logic and issues around data availability and ethical
usage17,37. He et al. argue that transparency and interpretability is a funda-
mental requirement for machine learning systems in healthcare, not only for
understanding how a decision or prediction was made but also for helping us
uncover new clinical insights50. This also applies to the previously mentioned
concerns about bias against minorities in clinical data sets. According to Char
et al.17, another risk from opaqueness is that of direct manipulation to boost
e.g. certain drugs and tests in the given suggestions. Indeed, for citizens of the
EU there is an ongoing debate on to what extent the GDPR gives you the right
to receive an explanation for algorithmic decisions that may affect you51,52. For
these reasons there is increased focus on bridging the gap between ML models
and healthcare professionals through explainable machine learning. Explain-
ability does, however, come with its own costs. A recent study by Wysocki et al.
describing an evaluation framework for model explainability found that while
explanations in general were perceived positively, they also often increased the
cognitive effort for the healthcare professionals without improving the par-
ticipant’s understanding of the machine learning model53. Increased risk for
confirmation bias, i.e. when the recommendation agrees with the user’s initial
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decision, was also seen. On the positive side, explanations were also seen to
reduce automation bias and help participants acquire new domain knowledge
and reach quicker decisions.

1.4 EVIDENCE MAPPING AND SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS

An evidence map gives a broad overview of the volume, nature, and character-
istics of a research field while a systematic review focuses on a single clinical
question54. Evidence maps can be used to complement systematic reviews
by showing how research evidence maps to various populations and contexts
and making it evident where there are gaps and potential for additional re-
search55. Even before the recent global pandemic the doubling time of medical
knowledge had reduced dramatically: from 50 years in 1950 to 7 years in 1980
and 3.5 years in 201056. The pandemic further increased the rate of medical
knowledge dissemination but accompanied by concerns about quality and trust-
worthiness. Glasziou et al.57 remind us that prior to COVID-19 an estimated
85% of research was wasted due to factors such as poor study design and poor
reporting of results. This problem only seemed to be amplified with the rush
of COVID-19-related research. "Living" evidence synthesis ecosystems have
been proposed as a tool to help us navigate this vast volume of information
and, increasingly, data, making sure that the right information is available for
clinical decision-making58.

The systematic review methodology is rigorous, resource-intensive, and
time-consuming58. Thomas et al. claim that automation-supported workflows,
where tools such as machine learning and natural language processing can
support human reviewers, is a possibleway to reduce the associatedworkload59.
There is in general room for improvement in the systematic review process, be
it through use of technology of otherwise60. Even where systematic reviews
exist, they are not always used to their full potential. In an assessment of the
use of systematic methods for guideline evidence synthesis by Lunny et al., only
half of the included studies took a systematic approach to evidence synthesis61.
Several systems that support automation of systematic reviews already exist but
a recent scoping review by Khalil et al. found that while many have potential
they still have come with limitations62. Techniques for abstract screening are
mature enough to be useful but data extraction is still an active research area.
In many cases the use of active learning, where continuous improvement and
input is given through human involvement in the review workflow, tends to be
associated with improved performance when compared with full automation.
Also, similar to CDSSs, the importance of moving from research prototypes to
professionally maintained and deployed platforms is stressed.
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Systematic reviews are a necessary requirement for evidence-based medicine,
which Sackett describes as "the conscientious, explicit and judicious use of cur-
rent best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients."63
In practice this means making the best and most relevant clinical evidence
available to support the clinician’s individual expertise and experience. This
evidence can then be used to create clinical guidelines, which are used to help
practitioners make informed decisions about appropriate care for specific clin-
ical situations64. Guidelines are often used in the implementation of clinical
decision support, but this is not always straightforward. One problem, as de-
scribed by Sittig et al. in their review of challenges in clinical decision support65,
is that guidelines often fail to address the complexities of co-morbidity and
polypharmacy, which will often be the case with e.g. elderly patients. This may
be part of the explanation why clinical guidelines are often less used in clinical
practice than they should be.

1.5 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

The original objective of this PhD was to investigate the use natural language
processing (NLP) and machine learning (ML) methodologies applied to clinical
text for information extraction purposes, with particular focus on its application
to patient histories and how the broader context of a finding in a clinical note
could contribute to better understanding it. The target domain was clinical text
from general practice; the motivation being the early digitization of general
practice in Norway and thus access to long-term historical clinical text data.

Over time this objective became both more open-ended and more specific.
The original focus on data from general practice grew to also include hospi-
tal and research publication data. While the use of language processing and
machine learning methodologies remained, the scope also broadened to the
use of clinical guidelines. The publications cover a wide range of application
domains, ranging from NLP-based medication reconciliation in general prac-
tice to guideline-driven clinical decision support systems for specialist mental
health care. In some publications the use of patient histories is still a factor; in
others this is not the case.

The initial objective was exploratory in the sense that given enough patients
with enough data there was probably something interesting to be found. In
the work that ensued and the included publications there ended up being a
stronger sense of purpose as to why the application of these methodologies
could make a difference. In spite of wide-ranging application domains a shared
common thread is the automated use of data and knowledge in order to support
decision-making for healthcare professionals.
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We consider the term decision-making to include both the established
concepts of clinical decision and process support, but also the use of methods
that help us apply structure to an unstructured data set in order to learn more
about e.g. a body of patients or medical practices at a hospital ward so that
this may influence our decisions. Patients may not even be involved; in one
publication the purpose is to support knowledge-gathering and systematic
review of medical research.

Another key theme in the included publications is the involvement of health-
care professionals. The combination of multiple applied application domains
brought forward a focus on what it takes to make such technologies work in
practice, ranging from technological and legal constraints to understanding the
operating context and the needs of users and stakeholders for treating patients
in an effective and precise manner. Some of the work was used in a real-life
healthcare setting on actual patient data. This gave additional perspective on
the complexities of making data-driven decision-support technology work on
sensitive patient data in a healthcare treatment and provisioning setting. Be-
yond the technological and legal challenges, a key takeaway is that the end user
is the ultimate arbiter and decision-maker and that the role of the technology
is to aid with making the best and most precise decision given the available
information.

1.6 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Given the motivation above and the thesis title, Enabling Data-Driven Decision
Support in Healthcare, we have attempted to summarize the research objective
through the following research questions:

RQ1 How can health-related data and knowledge aid decision-making?

RQ2 How can healthcare professionals contribute to implementation of data-
driven decision-making?

RQ3 How can patient trajectory data contribute to decision-making in health-
care?

The questions highlight factors that contribute to the design and imple-
mentation of a CDSS: the data and knowledge that goes into the system (RQ1),
the necessary contributions from those that will eventually use it (RQ2), and
the representation of the patient whose treatment is affected by the CDSS in
the form of patient trajectory data (RQ3).

The following section will outline how the included papers contribute to
these research questions.
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1.7 PUBLICATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

The five publications included in this thesis can be summarized as follows:

Paper A -MedicationReconciliation: Extraction of medication events
from hospital discharge summaries in order to provide process support
for medication reconciliation in the general practice EPR66.

Paper B -Central VenousCatheter Prevalence: Automated extraction
of central venous catheter use from episodes of care in order to learn
more about catheter use and associated adverse events67.

Paper C - COVID-19 Research Evidence Mapping: Automated classi-
fication of COVID 19-related research publications to support a manual
systematic evidence mapping process68.

Paper D - Designing CDSS for ADHD: Designing clinical decision
support systems to support treatment of ADHD in child and adolescent
mental health services69.

Paper E - Usability of CDSS for ADHD: Examining the needs of child
and adolescent psychiatrists and clinical psychologists from a clinical
decision support application70.

The publications and how they address the research questions are described
in detail in the Results section (Chapter 2). The list below below gives an
overview of the relationship between the publications and the research ques-
tions.

Paper A -Medication Reconciliation: RQ1 (applied NLP on discharge
notes for automated medication reconciliation support), RQ2 (initiated
by health professionals and close involvement in development and main-
tenance phases).

Paper B - Central Venous Catheter Prevalence: RQ1 (detection of
central venous catheter use in clinical notes), RQ2 (participation in an-
notation process), RQ3 (method applied on full patient trajectories).

Paper C - COVID-19 Research Evidence Mapping: RQ1 (ML used
for automated classification of research publications), RQ2 (coding and
annotation done by stakeholders).

Paper D - Designing CDSS for ADHD: RQ1 (reflections on the role
of data and knowledge of stakeholders in the treatment process), RQ3
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(considerations regarding the long-term nature of CDSS for chronic or
long-term illness).

Paper E - Usability of CDSS for ADHD: RQ1 (information require-
ments for the clinician), RQ2 (knowledge about clinician preferences
and workflow in an ADHD diagnosis setting).

1.8 ETHICAL APPROVAL AND FUNDING

The process for ethical approval is described in each publication where this
was necessary. The research covered by this thesis was funded through three
different Research Council of Norway (RCN) projects: EVICARE (project
number 193022)71, BIGMED (project number 259055)72, and IDDEAS (project
number 269117)73.

1.9 THESIS OUTLINE

The thesis is divided into two parts. The overview and summary part (Part
I) starts of by introducing the research questions and the overall objective of
the thesis in this chapter. It also provides definitions, scope, and necessary
background material. Chapter 2 presents the results of each publication and
their relevance to the research questions. Chapter 3 discusses the results in
terms of the research questions andmakes some observations that did not make
it into the publications. Finally, Chapter 4 gives an overview of recent research
developments and highlights some opportunities and challenges.

Part II contains all included publications.

1.10 OTHER PUBLICATIONS

The following publications are not included in the thesis but are still relevant
for the research questions:

• Lessons from Developing an Annotated Corpus of Patient Histories (2008).
Thomas Brox Røst, Ola Huseth, Øystein Nytrø, Anders Grimsmo. J.
Comput. Sci. Eng. 2 (2), 162-17974.

• Comparing medical code usage with the compression-based dissimilarity mea-
sure (2007). Thomas Brox Røst, Ole Edsberg, Anders Grimsmo, Øystein
Nytrø. Studies in health technology and informatics 129 (1), 68475.
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• Classifying encounter notes in the primary care patient record (2006). Thomas
Brox Røst, Øystein Nytrø, Anders Grimsmo. Proceedings of the 3rd
International Workshop on Text-based Information Retrieval76.

They are mentioned here but will not be discussed further.
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CHAPTER 2

Results

This section summarizes the papers included in the thesis and their contribu-
tions towards the research questions.

RQ1 How can health-related data and knowledge aid decision-making?

RQ2 How can healthcare professionals contribute to implementation of data-
driven decision-making?

RQ3 How can patient trajectory data contribute to decision-making in health-
care?

2.1 PAPER A: DEVELOPMENT OF A MEDICATION RECONCILIATION TOOL FOR
NORWEGIAN PRIMARY CARE EPR SYSTEMS: EXPERIENCES FROM A USER-
INITIATED PROJECT

Authors: Thomas Brox Røst, Inger Dybdahl Sørby, Gry Seland

Published in: Proceedings of the 2nd European Workshop on Practical Aspects of
Health Informatics (PAHI 2014). Trondheim, Norway, May 19th 2014.1

Research Questions: RQ1, RQ2

Abstract: Medication reconciliation is one of the most important priorities of
national and international patient safety efforts, due to the numerous deaths
and adverse drug reactions caused by inappropriate medication use. One of the
main challenges of general practitioners (GPs) is to get an overview of changes
in the patients’ medications after transitions between healthcare institutions.
This paper presents how Natural Language Processing of free text notes such
as discharge summaries is used to automatically extract information about
medications and how this can be compared to the patient’s existing medication
list in an electronic patient record (EPR) system. The functionality has been
developed in a user initiated project, as a cooperation between four different
vendors and with a strong involvement of the end users. The functionality
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F����� �.�. Screenshot of the medication reconciliation tool in use within the Infodoc EPR
system.

is available for most Norwegian GPs and is seen as a very useful tool in the
medication reconciliation process.

2.1.1 Paper Summary

This study describes the process and trade-offs required for planning, im-
plementing and deploying an NLP-based tool for medication reconciliation
within the Norwegian healthcare system. Medication reconciliation2–4 is the
process where a patient’s general practitioner correlates the information about
medications and prescriptions found in the hospital discharge note with the
information in the general practice (GP) EPR system. At the time of implemen-
tation, the discharge note was transmitted electronically but not in a structured
format. For this reason, the medication reconciliation process was seen as time-
consuming and prone to errors, but also as a necessary administrative task for
keeping the record systems in sync. We developed a system for parsing dis-
charge note text for mentions of medications along with dosage and frequency,
mapping the found medications to the Norwegian FEST medication database
and ATC codes, and attempting to match the medications with those already
existing in the general practice EPR. The system was eventually deployed as a
standalone module within the three major Norwegian GP EPR systems and is
still in use at the time of writing.
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2.2 PAPER B: IDENTIFYING CATHETER-RELATED EVENTS THROUGH SENTENCE
CLASSIFICATION

Authors: Thomas Brox Røst, Christine Raaen Tvedt, Haldor Husby, Ingrid
Andås Berg, Øystein Nytrø

Published in: International Journal of Data Mining and Bioinformatics 23 (3),
213-233 (2020). Inderscience Publishers (IEL.)5

Research Questions: RQ1, RQ2, RQ3

Abstract: Infections caused by central venous catheter (CVC) use is a serious
and under-reported problem in healthcare. The CVC is almost ubiquitous
in critical care because it enables fast circulatory monitoring and central
administration of medication and nutrition. However, the CVC exposes the
patient to a risk of blood-stream infections (BSI). Explicit documentation of
normal CVC usage and exposure is sparse and indirect in the health record.
For a clinician, CVC presence is simple to infer from record statements about
procedures, plans and results related to CVC. In order to capture evidence
about CVC-related risk of infections and complications, it is important to
develop computerized tools that can estimate individual patient days of CVC
exposure retrospectively for large cohorts of patients. Towards that objective,
we have developed methods for learning classifiers for statements about
CVC-related events occurring in the textual health record. This includes
developing and testing an annotation ontology of events and indicators, an-
notation guidelines, a gold standard of annotated clinical records selected
from a corpus of complete health records for more 800 episodes of care and
collecting alternate health register evidence for validation purposes. This paper
describes the available data and gold standard, feature selection approaches
and our experiments with different classification algorithms. We find that
even with limited data it is possible to build reasonably accurate sentence
classifiers for the most important events. We also find that making use of
document meta information helps improve classification quality by providing
additional context to a sentence. Finally, we outline some strategies on using
our results for future analysis and reasoning about CVC usage intervals and
CVC exposure over individual patient trajectories.
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2.2.1 Paper Summary

Blood-stream infection as a result of central venous catheter (CVC) use is a seri-
ous problem in healthcare, with a high risk of complications and in worst case
death6. It is also known to be an under-reported problem7 and manual surveil-
lance regimes are costly and difficult to implement properly. This study wanted
to investigate if automated detection of CVC-related events from clinical notes
in the patient record was possible. A corpus consisting of more than 800 patient
episodes of care was collected and annotated with information about events
connected with the use of CVC in patient treatment. We found that even with
a relatively small data set it was possible to build machine learning classifiers
that detected key events with reasonable precision and recall.

2.3 PAPER C: USING NEURAL NETWORKS TO SUPPORT HIGH-QUALITY EVI-
DENCE MAPPING

Authors: Thomas Brox Røst, Laura Slaughter, Øystein Nytrø, Ashley Elizabeth
Muller, Gunn Elisabeth Vist

Published in: BMC Bioinformatics 22 (11), 496 (October 2021).8

Research Questions: RQ1, RQ2

Abstract:
Background: The Living Evidence Map Project at the Norwegian Institute
of Public Health (NIPH) gives an updated overview of research results and
publications. As part of NIPH’s mandate to inform evidence-based infection
prevention, control and treatment, a large group of experts are continuously
monitoring, assessing, coding and summarising new COVID-19 publications.
Screening tools, coding practice and workflow are incrementally improved,
but remain largely manual.

Results: This paper describes how deep learning methods have been
employed to learn classification and coding from the steadily growing NIPH
COVID-19 dashboard data, so as to aid manual classification, screening and
preprocessing of the rapidly growing influx of new papers on the subject. Our
main objective is to make manual screening scalable through semi-automation,
while ensuring high-quality Evidence Map content.

Conclusions: We report early results on classifying publication topic
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and type from titles and abstracts, showing that even simple neural network
architectures and text representations can yield acceptable performance.

2.3.1 Paper Summary

This study was motivated by a collaboration with the Living Evidence Map
Project9 at the Norwegian Institute of Public Health (NIPH), which in turn
came about as an attempt to keep up with the large volume of COVID-19-
related scientific publications following the March 2020 declaration of a global
pandemic. Researchers and staff at NIPH were using mostly manual methods
to screen and classify new research and found it hard to keep up with the
inflow of publications. For this reason they wanted to explore if the use of
machine learning could be used to reduce the effort and resources needed when
producing systematic reviews and evidencemaps while still maintaining quality
and precision.

Using a manually created data set based on a coding manual produced by
NIPH we explored various ways of classifying paper topics and types based
on their titles and abstracts. The conclusion was that even simple deep learn-
ing approaches using quite sparse data could produce results worth pursuing
further.

2.4 PAPER D: LOCAL, EARLY, AND PRECISE: DESIGNING A CLINICAL DECISION
SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR CHILD AND ADOLESCENT MENTAL HEALTH

Authors: Thomas Brox Røst, Carolyn Clausen, Øystein Nytrø, Roman
Koposov, Bennett Leventhal, Odd Sverre Westbye, Victoria Bakken, Linda
Helen Knudsen Flygel, Kaban Koochakpour, Norbert Skokauskas

Published in: Frontiers in Psychiatry 11 (2020).10

Research Questions: RQ1, RQ3

Abstract: Mental health disorders often develop during childhood and
adolescence, causing long term and debilitating impacts at individual and
societal levels. Local, early, and precise assessment and evidence-based
treatment are key to achieve positive mental health outcomes and to avoid
long-term care. Technological advancements, such as computerized Clinical
Decision Support Systems (CDSSs), can support practitioners in providing
evidence-based care. While previous studies have found CDSS implementation
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F����� �.�. The IDDEAS clinical decision support model.

helps to improve aspects of medical care, evidence is limited on its use for
child and adolescent mental health care. This paper presents challenges and
opportunities for adapting CDSS design and implementation to child and
adolescent mental health services (CAMHS). To highlight the complexity of
incorporating CDSSs within local CAMHS, we have structured the paper
around four components to consider before designing and implementing the
CDSS: supporting collaboration among multiple stakeholders involved in care;
optimally using health data; accounting for comorbidities; and addressing the
temporality of patient care. The proposed perspective is presented within the
context of the child and adolescent mental health services in Norway and an
ongoing Norwegian innovative research project, the Individualized Digital
DEcision Assist System (IDDEAS), for child and adolescent mental health
disorders. Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) among children
and adolescents serves as the case example. The integration of IDDEAS in
Norway intends to yield significantly improved outcomes for children and
adolescents with enduring mental health disorders, and ultimately serve as an
educational opportunity for future international approaches to such CDSS
design and implementation.

2.4.1 Paper Summary

This paper was supported by the Individualized Digital DEcision Assist Sys-
tem (IDDEAS) project11, where the aim was to design and implement clinical
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decision-support systems (CDSS) for supporting diagnosis and treatment of
ADHD in child and adolescent mental health services (CAMHS). CDSS in
medicine is a well-explored concept but not so in CAMHS12. In addition,
the recent rise in mental health disorders among children and adolescents
makes this a worthy area of study9,13. In the paper we identified some key
considerations for successful implementation of CDSS in CAMHS: support
for collaboration among multiple stakeholders, data-driven decision-making,
taking comorbidities into account, and ensuring that temporality of care is
addressed.

2.5 PAPER E: USABILITY OF THE IDDEAS PROTOTYPE IN CHILD AND ADOLES-
CENT MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES: A QUALITATIVE STUDY FOR CLINICAL DE-
CISION SUPPORT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Authors: Carolyn Clausen, Bennett Leventhal, Øystein Nytrø, Roman
Koposov, Thomas Brox Røst, Odd Sverre Westbye, Kaban Koochakpour,
Thomas Frodl, Line Stien, Norbert Skokauskas

Published in: Frontiers in Psychiatry 14 (2023).14

Research Questions: RQ1, RQ2

Abstract:
Introduction: Child and adolescent mental health services (CAMHS) clinical
decision support system (CDSS) provides clinicians with real-time support
as they assess and treat patients. CDSS can integrate diverse clinical data
for identifying child and adolescent mental health needs earlier and more
comprehensively. Individualized Digital Decision Assist System (IDDEAS)
has the potential to improve quality of care with enhanced efficiency and
effectiveness.

Methods: We examined IDDEAS usability and functionality in a prototype for
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), using a user-centered design
process and qualitative methods with child and adolescent psychiatrists and
clinical psychologists. Participants were recruited from Norwegian CAMHS
and were randomly assigned patient case vignettes for clinical evaluation, with
and without IDDEAS. Semi-structured interviews were conducted as one part
of testing the usability of the prototype following a five-question interview
guide. All interviews were recorded, transcribed, and analyzed following
qualitative content analysis.
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F����� �.�. Individualized Digital Decision Assist System prototype software screenshot.
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Results: Participants were the first 20 individuals from the larger ID-
DEAS prototype usability study. Seven participants explicitly stated a need
for integration with the patient electronic health record system. Three
participants commended the step-by-step guidance as potentially helpful for
novice clinicians. One participant did not like the aesthetics of the IDDEAS
at this stage. All participants were pleased about the display of the patient
information along with guidelines and suggested that wider guideline coverage
will make IDDEAS much more useful. Overall, participants emphasized the
importance of maintaining the clinician as the decision-maker in the clinical
process, and the overall potential utility of IDDEASwithinNorwegianCAMHS.

Conclusion: Child and adolescent mental health services psychiatrists
and psychologists expressed strong support for the IDDEAS clinical decision
support system if better integrated in daily workflow. Further usability
assessments and identification of additional IDDEAS requirements are
necessary. A fully functioning, integrated version of IDDEAS has the potential
to be an important support for clinicians in the early identification of risks for
youth mental disorders and contribute to improved assessment and treatment
of children and adolescents.

2.5.1 Paper Summary

In this second paper supported by the IDDEAS project we tested a prototype
CDSS for CAMHS on a selection of child and adolescent psychiatrists and
clinical psychologists. After being randomly assigned a patient case vignette
for clinical evaluation within IDDEAS, the participants underwent a semi-
structured interview about their experiences regarding the usability of the
prototype. Feedback included the need for integration with electronic health
record systems, the usefulness of step-by-step guidance and the combination of
patient information with guidelines, the need for additional guideline coverage,
and the importance of maintaining the clinician as the decision-maker in the
clinical process. Overall, participants expressed support for CDSS for CAMHS
as a concept and the potential of the IDDEASCDSS as part of a future workflow
for early identification and improved treatment of youth mental disorders.
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CHAPTER 3

Discussion

In this chapter, each publication and its contribution to the research questions
is discussed. We also reflect on possible future work and make some broader
observations.

RQ1 How can health-related data and knowledge aid decision-making?

RQ2 How can healthcare professionals contribute to implementation of data-
driven decision-making?

RQ3 How can patient trajectory data contribute to decision-making in health-
care?

3.1 PAPER A: DEVELOPMENT OF A MEDICATION RECONCILIATION TOOL FOR
NORWEGIAN PRIMARY CARE EPR SYSTEMS: EXPERIENCES FROM A USER-
INITIATED PROJECT

This paper gives insight into a process where medical language processing
technology was integrated into a general practice workflow to reduce the time
spent on medication reconciliation and to improve the quality of the output of
this process (RQ1). The projectwas a product of national funding initiatives and
ICT in medicine improvement programs (specifically "EPJ-løftet"1) that were
actively seeking smart, light-weight technology solutions to known problems
and challenges in general practice. A key success factor was that the project was
initiated by end users and stakeholders, in this case the Norwegian College of
General Practice ("Norsk forening for allmennmedisin"), who had specific ideas
about how technology could improve their daily workwith patients (RQ2). The
participation of GPs was not only important in them being correctly positioned
to drive such initiatives forward but also in active participation in all parts of the
project from planning, specification, data collection and testing. Throughout
the lifetime of the project funding was provided from the Directorate of Health
for continuously updating the gold standard training data set so that the tool
could evolve with changing documentation practices.
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Another issue encountered during the project planning and implementa-
tion phase were the technical and legal challenges involved with making the
technology work in a healthcare setting with real patients. Since potentially
sensitive patient data could be transmitted, both health registry and data pri-
vacy laws would apply. The only realistic solution was to bundle the technology
as a standalone component that would run locally on the EPR installation in
each GP office. Moreover, this component would need to interface with at least
three different technology platforms, whose capabilities would differ and with
different assumptions regarding the processing power available at each EPR
installation site. The component would have to be fully self-sufficient with no
transmission of error and operating data back to the developers. This ended up
making the development, distribution and maintenance process much more
complicated than in an ideal implementation situation—but at the same time
highlighting the constraints, issues and challenges foundwhen putting language
processing technologies to use in a real-world healthcare setting.

3.2 PAPER B: IDENTIFYING CATHETER-RELATED EVENTS THROUGH SENTENCE
CLASSIFICATION

A key motivation for this project was to use the detected CVC events to im-
prove our knowledge about CVC use in hospitals. An important metric for
this purpose would be the duration of CVC use, i.e., the number of CVC days.
Linking this information with the prevalence of catheter-related blood-stream
infections would provide useful information for targeted quality improvement
work (RQ1). Events related to use of CVC (which were also most common
in the data set) had the best overall precision and recall prediction quality.
While we did not infer patient CVC days in this study, the results indicate that
this should be possible, given access to sufficiently complete patient histories.
This also highlights another aspect of this study, which was the application
of annotation and machine learning methods on longitudinal and heteroge-
neous patient records, i.e., different record note types spread out over a period
covering admission, treatment and discharge. We found that both the use of
structural information within the note and the note type (e.g. nursing notes,
discharge notes or anesthesiology record notes) itself could in some cases be
used to improve the classification quality. In ongoing unpublished work we
have seen that considering the note type and its position in the patient history
is indeed often very useful information when trying to infer CVC use days from
discovered CVC use events in the patient history. This speaks to the potential
for using complete patient histories with heterogeneous clinical note types
for medical information extraction tasks (RQ3). The participation of a nurse
with special competence in infection control was another important factor.
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CVC-related events were in many cases more implicit than explicit, requiring a
trained clinician to be able to infer from the clinical text records what events
had likely taken place (RQ2).

3.3 PAPER C: USING NEURAL NETWORKS TO SUPPORT HIGH-QUALITY EVI-
DENCE MAPPING

The motivation behind this publication was to investigate the possibility of
introducing machine learning as part of a coding and review workflow (RQ1).
The most interesting result was the knowledge gained about how an ongo-
ing coding and systematization effort operates and how this should guide the
eventual introduction of automation as part of the workflow (RQ2). The ex-
periments were done during an ongoing project and not long after the fact,
as is often common when creating gold standard data sets for medical infor-
matics research. The coding manual was an evolving document and coding
standards were likely to (and indeed did) change during the duration of the
project. This yielded insights such as the need to have the machine learning
models evolve with the workflow. Moreover, manual coding is, even with a
coding manual, a process where disagreement is normal. In the NIPH coding
workflow, disagreements were usually resolved but this does not always imply
that the agreed-upon resolution is more correct than the alternatives. As with
any decision support application, automation must fit into a workflow that
supports manual review, disagreement resolution, and oversight.

3.4 PAPER D: LOCAL, EARLY, AND PRECISE: DESIGNING A CLINICAL DECISION
SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR CHILD AND ADOLESCENT MENTAL HEALTH

The main contribution of this paper was in contrasting the traditional applica-
tion of CDSS in healthcare with the practical considerations when providing
care to CAMHS patients. Treatment of children and adolescents with mental
health problems will typically involve collaboration between multiple stake-
holders, such as parents, schools and counseling services. These will for good
reasons have different perspectives on the patient and have responsibility for
different aspects of the treatment. Their information models will differ and can
provide different but equally valuable background to patient treatment (RQ1).
Moreover, comorbidities are common in the targeted patient group and a CDSS
must take into account that a narrow focus on support for a specific diagno-
sis may not be feasible. Finally, the longitudinal aspect of CAMHS treatment
must be catered for (RQ3). Taken together, these considerations expand on the
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known challenges of making CDSS work in actual clinical use, in particular for
complex care situations where multiple stakeholders are involved.

3.5 PAPER E: USABILITY OF THE IDDEAS PROTOTYPE IN CHILD AND ADOLES-
CENT MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES: A QUALITATIVE STUDY FOR CLINICAL DE-
CISION SUPPORT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

While the tested system was an early prototype, it still showed the usefulness of
applying user-centered design principles to a CDSS for complex care situations.
Given the problems often encounteredwhen applying CDSS to clinical practice,
the experiment provided important feedback in the form of learning about
clinicians’ preferences and their workflow in a diagnostic setting (RQ2). A
key takeaway was the necessity of close integration with existing electronic
patient records. Access to existing patient information is a critical usability
factor, both from the user point of view in terms of looking up information
needed for decision-making but also from a system point of view in the sense
of making relevant information automatically available to the clinician. The
study confirmed the need for patient information from other stakeholders
(e.g. schools and psychological counseling services), as put forward in paper
D (RQ1). As this study focused on a particular type of stakeholder, i.e., the
specialist clinicians, focus was naturally on their needs and preferences. While
they maintained their need for autonomy in the decision-making process, this
does not necessarily preclude a workflow where other stakeholders are more
visible. Early risk identification is known to be a key factor in CAMHS when
it comes to prevention of mental health disorders2. Furthermore, precise and
early risk identification often depends on relevant information from school,
parents and primary care. This highlights the need to think about the operating
context of CDSS in a broader scope, utilizing information flow from multiple
stakeholders to provide efficient and precise provisioning of early intervention.
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CHAPTER 4

Conclusion

When reflecting on the changes that have taken place since the work in this
thesis was started, the most striking has been the advances within machine
learning (ML) and natural language processing (NLP). The recent excitement
around foundation models1 is the current culmination of a line of developments
that started in the 1980s with the introduction of learning algorithms within
the field of artificial intelligence (AI). It was now no longer necessary to specify
exactly how to solve a problem but rather let the learning algorithm figure
it out by itself. This meant that the same algorithms could tackle a range of
different problems merely by changing the data the algorithms were trained
on. However, feature engineering and domain knowledge was still necessary
for complex tasks and models were usually supervised and highly specialized
to the task at hand.

4.1 DEEP LEARNING AND FOUNDATION MODELS

The rise of deep learning from around 2010 led to a marked change in the
capabilities and scope of machine learning models2, starting with considerable
performance gains in image classification tasks by Krizhevsky et al.3 and more
recently from the introduction of transfer learning-driven foundation models1.
Foundationmodels, which include large languagemodels (LLM) such as GPT-4,
are self-supervised machine learning models trained on a broad range of data
at large scale. Instead of being tailored to solving specific tasks, these models
can perform better than previous generations of ML models on a number of
different problems. This is achieved by a combination of large-scale computing
and hardware innovations, access to vast volumes of training data, and the
invention of the transformer model architecture by Vaswani et al.4 which
opened up for better hardware utilization during model training.

Within healthcare the shift to foundation models has, apart from some
early efforts, yet to take place according to Moor et al.5 Access to large-scale,
diverse medical datasets continues to be an obstacle, as previously described. In
addition, the complexity of the medical domain is another challenge. Medical
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MLmodels are for now highly task-specific, inflexible, and mostly supervised.
However, more generalist medical machine learning models with dynamic
reasoning capabilities are likely to emerge.

4.2 INTERFACE EXPECTATIONS

An interesting aspect of the rise of foundational LLMs such as the GPT class of
models6 is how the the introduction of a user-friendly low-threshold interface
in the form of ChatGPT was an enabler for a major shift in both public per-
ception and use of advanced language models. Aside from the model’s ability
to pass medical exams7,8 and to be perceived as more empathetic than human
doctors9, a generation of users are learning to query advanced medical models
through chat, dialogue, and prompt engineering. For all the faults and limi-
tations of the current generation of ML models, a new standard has been set
in terms of how to interact with tools that help users explore knowledge and,
ultimately, make decisions. This further raises the bar for decision-support
applications in the medical domain, where user-friendliness and workflow
process fit is a known success factor. It is possible that future users of CDSS
will consider the availability of natural language dialogue-based interfaces as a
fundamental requirement for many application types.

4.3 OBSTACLES TO AI IN MEDICINE

Lee et al. argue that current LLMs have several problems that limit their ap-
plicability for the healthcare domain10. For example, their ability to answer
questions about clinical knowledge is still inferior to that of a clinician, as
seen in the work of Singhal et al.11 Given the safety-critical nature of patient
treatment, models that may generate medical misinformation or reproduce
harmful biases from the source data need to be used with care. It is possible
to improve a model’s ability to avoid generating harmful content, as has been
shown with GPT-412, but so far there are several ethical concerns related to
the use of such models13. While question-answering performance on standard
patient vignettes is impressive14, correctly and consistently adapting answers
to specific patient circumstances remains a challenge15. When targeting pa-
tients instead of clinicians, Nov et al. found that patients already find it difficult
to differentiate answers given by ChatGPT from those created by clinicians16.
This is remarkable in itself but further complicates the use of such models for
e.g. decision-making and patient communication13. The previously mentioned
concerns around the explainability of model-generated answers also remain1.
In any case, the step from research project and artificial settings to clinical
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deployment for patient treatment is still a large one. In a review by Vornow
et al., most existing medical LLMs are found to be evaluated on tasks that say
little about their usefulness to healthcare systems17. The need for measuring
the effect of LLM applications on factors such mortality and patient outcome
in clinical interventions is as relevant as ever.

There are also barriers to achieving the necessary scale to make LLMs use-
ful in medicine. As have been mentioned, access to large-scale, heterogeneous
medical data sets where privacy and consent is assured is not a trivial matter.
Once data is in place, there is also a considerable hardware cost associated
with building such models—even though this is expected to decrease as tech-
nology improves13—and the carbon footprint to go along with it18. Recent
research into smaller, more efficient models such as the work by Touvron et
al. on LLaMA19 does however increase the likelihood of making LLMs more
accessible for specific medical tasks.

4.4 HUMAN-AI COLLABORATION

While a lot of research on ML model performance in the clinical domain is of
an adversarial nature, i.e., comparing human with AI performance20, there is a
growing realization that collaborative human-in-the-loop deployments may
be a more realistic way of putting these models to practical use21,22. As has
been seen, it depends on the tested system whether AI/human cooperation is
beneficial23,24 or not25–27.

It can be useful to draw parallels with the use of AI programming assistants
such as GitHub Copilot, which are increasingly used by software developers
as productivity tools. These assistants are perhaps the best current examples
of LLM-based tools being used to support established process workflows. In
a recent study by Perry et al., participants were told to solve a number of
security related programming tasks with or without a code assistant28. While
the results suggested that developer productivity could increase, the authors
also found that participants with access to the AI assistant tended to introduce
more security vulnerabilities in their code than those without access. Moreover,
the same participants were alsomore likely to believe that their code was secure.
In effect, the AI introduced a false sense of security among less experienced
users.

Another study by Vaithilingam et al. found that while developer produc-
tivity did not necessarily increase, the participants still preferred to use the AI
assistant in their daily work because it saved them some effort in searching
for information and getting started29. However, difficulties with understand-
ing the results produced by the assistant ended up significantly reducing their
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effectiveness in solving tasks.
To make the most out of such assistants it may be necessary to understand

more about how users interact with them, as suggested by Barke et al.30 In their
study they found that programmers interacted with the assistant in two modes:
in acceleration mode, where the programmer knows what to do and wants it
done faster, and in exploration mode, where the programmer is not sure how
to proceed and needs help with exploring their options. A similar example
can be found in a working paper by Dell’Acqua et al.31, which investigated the
effect of AI support on consulting work. They found two distinctive patterns
related to successful use of AI: while one set of consultants chose to delegate
activities to either the AI or themselves, another decided to instead integrate
their workflow completely with the AI and continuously interact with it.

It is likely that similar lessons around how e.g. the skill level, experience,
preferences. and background information of the end user can influence both
their interactionwith the tool and how the generated answers are put to use will
be another important factor for successful introduction of foundation—and
other—models in healthcare decision-support.

4.5 THE ROAD AHEAD

The increasing capabilities of self-supervised foundation models has the poten-
tial to not only change how we approach clinical decision support systems but
also healthcare information systems in general. Returning to the research ques-
tions, access to high-quality, unbiased data in a privacy- and consent-preserving
manner remains a challenge, both in terms of providing sufficient volume for
model training and finding ways of addressing bias and data quality issues
(RQ1). On the other hand, the unsupervised nature of such models, combined
with emerging techniques such as few-shot learning32, may reduce the need
for data preparation and annotation. Moor et al.5 propose generalist medical
AI (GMAI) as a possible paradigm for application of foundational models in
medicine. If using a GMAI model trained on a diverse set of multimodal data
as a backbone, adaptation to new tasks may take the form of model refinement
through targeted prompting, reinforcement, and context adaptation.

This can have implications for the role of the healthcare professional and
domain expert (RQ2), whose responsibility may shift from data annotation
and knowledge modelling to that of prompting and reinforcement. Formal
representations of medical knowledge are still useful; not only as input to
foundation models but perhaps also for validation of their output. It remains
to be seen how we constrain the unbridled creativity of large language models
with our accumulated, evidence-based knowledge of what to do and what not
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to do when administering healthcare.
Another open question is to what extent foundationmodels canmake sense

of patient history and trajectory data (RQ3). Their capability for effortless
ingestion of multimodal input data (e.g. text, images, and laboratory results)
opens up for deeper and more actionable representations of knowledge about
the patient than before. Here too, there are concerns regarding how accurately
and reliably such models can learn, recount, and reason over patient data. For
example, we know that patient trajectory data will have gaps and omissions,
but we may not want the neural network to fill them for us.

At the time of writing, it is still an open question as to how these new
ways of querying and reasoning over data and knowledge will find their way
into clinical practice. It may be a good opportunity to reconsider how we
want to interact with such technologies, regardless of how and when eventual
adoption will take place. The mixed results from existing implementations
of CDSS, combined with our understanding of what it takes to make them
work, indicate that improved algorithms and ML models alone may not be
sufficient. As we learn more about the possibilities and limitations of the
emerging generation of large language models, keeping an open mind about
how they can enable new venues and modes of clinical decision support may
be useful—as well as whether or not we have attempted to solve the correct
problems with the most effective approaches at the right time. Toussaint33
and Coiera34 remind us that healthcare is a very communication-intensive
practice. Perhaps exploring knowledge through natural language is a better
way for healthcare professionals to interact with a CDSS. Chat may also serve as
an interface that is more conducive to being used for exploratory, information-
gathering tasks, obscuring the fact that the user is interacting with an advanced
information system. Finally, it can also help improve the perceived agency of
the end users, compared with e.g. the alert-based and form-filling approach of
many current CDSSs.

The need to make informed, better decisions is becoming increasingly
relevant in a healthcare domain with ever-expanding amounts of data and
knowledge. New technologies have the potential to help us do so—but perhaps
in different ways than we have assumed so far.
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Abstract. Medication reconciliation is one of the most important pri-
orities of national and international patient safety e↵orts, due to the
numerous deaths and adverse drug reactions caused by inappropriate
medication use. One of the main challenges of general practitioners (GPs)
is to get an overview of changes in the patients’ medications after transi-
tions between healthcare institutions. This paper presents how Natural
Language Processing of free text notes such as discharge summaries is
used to automatically extract information about medications and how
this can be compared to the patient’s existing medication list in an elec-
tronic patient record (EPR) system. The functionality has been devel-
oped in a user initiated project, as a cooperation between four di↵erent
vendors and with a strong involvement of the end users. The functional-
ity is available for most Norwegian GPs and is seen as a very useful tool
in the medication reconciliation process.

Keywords: Medication reconciliation, natural language processing, user
centered development

1 Introduction

1.1 Medication Reconciliation

Medication reconciliation is the proposed formal, systematic strategy to over-
come medication information communication challenges and reduce unintended
medication discrepancies that occur at transitions in care [1]. When conducted
as intended, medication reconciliation is a conscientious, patient-centred, inter-
professional process that supports optimal medication management [2].
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The lack of medication reconciliation is seen as a significant challenge to
patient safety. Several studies have shown that di↵erent healthcare profession-
als, the patient and the relatives do not have the full overview of the patients’
prescribed medications, particularly after transitions between di↵erent health-
care insitutions. Not having the full overview of medication use is one of several
causes of adverse drug reactions [3–5].

Several ongoing initiatives focus on processes where di↵erent health care
providers such as physicians, nurses, and pharmacists cooperate with patients
and their relatives to ensure accurate and consistent medication lists across tran-
sitions in care. In Norway, three of eleven focus areas in the Norwegian Patient
Safety Programme: In Safe Hands 1 are related to medications: Medical reconcili-
ation, drug review in nursing homes and drug review in home care services. Other
programmes have been introduces in other countries. For example, the Institute
for Safe Medication Practices in Canada2 support medication reconciliation at
a provincial, national and international level, and the Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality3 in the US has developed a toolkit for organizations to
develop medication reconciliation based on knowledge of best practice.

However, the medication reconciliation process is tedious and time-consuming,
and there has been a lack of electronic systems that facilitate the process of com-
paring and adjusting medication lists from di↵erent sources such as discharge
summaries from hospitals or nursing homes and the ”medications in use” list
in the general practitioners (GPs) electronic patient record (EPR) system. In
Norway, this has been done by the GPs, who had to print lists of medications
on paper from their own EPR system as well as lists received in e.g. discharge
letters, and then comparing each medication manually. The result then had to
be entered into the EPR system. If the patient uses many medications the com-
parison process becomes complex and sometimes neglected.

This paper presents how natural language processing of free text notes such as
discharge summaries has been used to automatically extract information about
medications and how this can be compared to the patient’s existing medication
list in an EPR system. The functionality has been developed in a user initi-
ated project, as a cooperation between four di↵erent vendors and with a strong
involvement of representative end users.

1.2 Natural Language Processing

Several studies have shown how information technology and natural language
processing (NLP) is used to facilitate the medication reconciliation process [6,
7]. Some of the main challenges are that the medication information is coming
from multiple sources, using di↵erent controlled terminologies that has to be
consolidated.

1 Norwegian Patient Safety Programme, http://www.pasientsikkerhetsprogrammet.no
2 Institute for Safe Medication Practices Canada, http://www.ismp-
canada.org/medrec/

3 Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, http://www.ahrq.gov/qual/match/
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Basic lexical approaches, such as keyword matching, may sometimes be ap-
propriate for detecting simple concepts from medical free-text [8, 9]. Problems
such as understanding the medical context [10], recognizing negative terms and
ending up with too many false positives [11] may, however, be common. To
achieve higher accuracy, natural language processing techniques are often em-
ployed, at the cost of higher development complexity [12, 13]. The well-defined
sub-language of the medical domain is often considered suitable for linguistic
processing, given that the vocabulary is more restricted than in general lan-
guage and sentences can be terse and to the point [14]. On the other hand, this
creates its own set of problems when using e.g. parsers trained on typical cor-
pora, such as newspaper texts, in particular related to ungrammatical language,
spelling mistakes and non-standard abbreviations.

Traditional deep-linguistic grammars can be di�cult to implement and are
prone to producing too many and ambiguous results. A simpler approach is to
use partial or shallow parsing [15]. With full parsing, the goal is to produce a
complete parse tree of a sentence. A shallow parser will only concern itself with
finding the parts of a sentence that are deemed relevant. While building a full
parser for natural language will be a di�cult task for even restricted medical
domains, constructing a shallow parser is a far simpler option. Moreover, in
many cases the problem is to identify the parts of a sentence that are of interest.
With this in mind, shallow parsing can be a viable approach towards identifying
medication administration events.

1.3 Project Overview

The project was initiated in 2011 by the Norwegian College of General Practice
(Norsk forening for allmennmedisin - NFA) Reference Group for EPR. The mem-
bers of the reference group are general practitioner specialists who have a special
interest in ICT and EPR systems, and a particular interest in how to obtain im-
proved systems that can function as useful tools for the GPs in their daily work
with patients. Developing a tool for medication reconciliation was the top prior-
ity of the reference group, and a requirements specification for the solution was
developed in cooperation with the Norwegian Centre for Informatics in Health
and Social Care. The suggested solution was to develop a module for extracting
and comparing medication information from di↵erent sources. During the pe-
riod from September 2011 to September 2012, a project plan was developed and
agreed between NFA, Vivit4, and the three major Norwegian general practice
EPR system vendors. Vivit’s role in the project was to develop functionality for
recognizing and extracting medication information that could be integrated with

4 Vivit is a small Norwegian company with high competence and experience in the
field of health informatics. Vivit focus on user-centered design and development,
including empirical methods for user-centered requirements elicitation and analysis,
usability testing and evaluation of clinical information systems, and methods for
search, de-identification, and secondary use of electronic patient information. The
company was founded in 2009 by former health informatics researchers from The
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU).
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all the major Norwegian general practice EPR systems. The partners signed the
project agreement in September 2012, and the first version of the system was
implemented and tested by pilot users in February 2013. In May, 2013, version
1.0 was launched, and from January, 2014, the solution has been available for
the majority of Norwegian GPs.

2 Objectives and Main Issues

The main objective of the project was to develop a method for extracting med-
ication information from unstructured text.

Several issues had to be resolved to ensure a successful project outcome: The
discharge notes that were to be matched against the medication information in
the primary care EPR system were provided as free-text with no semantic or
structural markup. Input from several di↵erent hospital and elderly care EPRs
were to be expected, with no standardized ways of structuring the information.
Accordingly, a method for extracting medication information from natural lan-
guage had to be devised.

A prerequisite for the project was that the new medication reconciliation
functionality had to work with three di↵erent EPR systems developed by sepa-
rate, competitive, vendors. Each system had its own approach towards storing
medication information, hence a joint interchange format had to be developed.

3 Methods

A set of 100 extracts from discharge notes were collected from various general
practice patient records. The source material was discharge notes that were sent
via electronic messaging from the hospital where the patient in question had
undergone treatment. Since we were only interested in medication information,
only the parts of the discharge note that contained such information were used.
This also helped ensure that there was no identifying information in the ex-
tracted text. To evaluate the system, a gold standard was needed. An annotator
was given the task of marking up all relevant medication information (medica-
tion name, dosage and frequency) in the 100 training notes. The annotation was
done independently from the software development. The annotation was per-
formed by a health informatics researcher. Based on the information available to
us, we created a set of EBNF-like [16] grammars that represented various ways
of describing medication information. The key part of the grammar were the
terminals representing medication names. We made use of the FEST database,
which is a national database containing information about all medications avail-
able on the Norwegian market. In additional to the medication names, FEST
also includes associated ATC (Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification
System) codes, information about dosages, frequencies, and various ways of ad-
ministering each drug. Much of this information could be imported directly as
grammar terminals, thus simplifying the grammar building process. The gram-
mars were compiled into a general text matching module, implemented in the
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C# language. This module would take two inputs: The unstructured text (e.g.
discharge notes) and a structured list of medications from the primary care pa-
tient record. The key steps of the processing pipeline were as follows: 1) The
text would be split into sentences and tokenized; 2) text matching was applied,
returning a list of extracted medications including their location, dosage and
frequency; 3) the extracted medications were compared with the known medi-
cations, producing a list of matched extracted and known medications. The rec-
onciliation between known and extracted medications was done by doing a com-
bined semantic and syntactic comparison between the two medication sets. For
instance, medications would be matched by both name and ATC code, meaning
that two medications with di↵erent names but the same ATC code were eligible
match candidates. Having found a set of possible match pairs, the additional
information about dosage and frequency, including possible synonyms, would
be included in the comparison. By calculating the Levenshtein string similarity
metric [17] between normalized versions of all possible match candidates, the
matches that resembled each other the most would be returned as match pairs.
The remaining medications where no match was found would be returned as a
single medication item with no corresponding match. Due to the use of string
similarity measures, the match would be slightly fuzzy by nature, meaning that
inexact matches were allowed. In practice, this turned out to be a minor issue,
since the user interface could highlight di↵erences between the matches. Also,
the output from the extraction module was only intended as a decision support
aid. Each suggested medication match would have to be approved manually with
a conscious decision of whether or not the match was likely to be correct.

4 Results and Findings

Upon project delivery, the results were evaluated on a sample of 25 notes from
the original 100 note test set. Table 1 summarizes the results. To understand
the results, note that dosage and/or frequency will never be extracted if an
associated medication is not found. If a medication has no dosage, it will still
count as a true positive for MD and MDF if no dosage is extracted. Also note
that no false positives were found for this evaluation. From user feedback we
later learned of (and fixed) false positives, but in practice these are fairly rare.

Table 1. Evaluation Results

Match type
True

positives
False

negatives
Total Precision Recall

Medication (M) 201 10 211 100% 95,2%
Medication and dosage

(MD)
175 36 211 100% 82,9%

Medication, dosage and
frequency (MDF)

141 70 211 100% 66,8%
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4.1 Implementation in EPR Systems

The module has been implemented by the three EPR vendors that participated
in the project. Figure 1 shows a part of a screenshot from the Infodoc Plenario
EPR system 5.

Fig. 1. Screenshot from the Infodoc EPR system

The lower left part of the figure shows the incoming text that has been
pasted from a discharge summary. The lower right part of the figure shows
the information that has been recognized by the Vivit module in bold text.
The upper left part of the figure shows the initial medications in use list, and
the upper right part of the figure shows the recognized medications from the
discharge summary. The table is sorted in order to match similar medications
on corresponding lines.

The physician has to assess every entry in the list in order to accept or reject
the suggested changes of the list. New medications can easily be prescribed as
the new values are automatically transferred to the prescription user interface.

4.2 The system in Use

All the vendors involved in the project have implemented the solution in their
EPR systems, hence the solution is available for practically all Norwegian GPs.
However, the vendors have di↵erent processes for making the new functionality
known to their customers and not all GPs are aware of the functionality. In
addition, the vendors have implemented the module in di↵erent ways, and the
user interface solution may a↵ect how the users perceive the usability of the
medication reconciliation solution. A systematic evaluation of the solution is
currently being carried out, but the results are not yet ready. However, the
responses from many GPs are positive, although there is obviously room for
improvement. Some GPs are enthusiastic and state that

5 http://www.infodoc.no/
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The new tool for synchronizing medication lists is really simplifying the
task of comparing and adjusting medication lists between our patient
records and the hospitals. (Specialist General Practitioner, using the
module with InfoDoc EPR system)

and

The new tool is very useful and makes my daily work easier! (GP, using
the module with WinMed 3.0 EPR system)

Other users find the functionality useful, but miss more information about
dosage and frequency, which is important when comparing medications. Further,
the module is able to recognize and correct some spelling mistakes, but not all.
If this could be improved the usability would have been better. At the moment,
medication from unstructured text is better recognized than text in a semi-
structured format, which is often used in the Care Sector in the Municipalities.
Finally, some GPs would like the functionality to be more automatic, as it still
may take considerable time to review the patients medications even with the
module. After the di↵erent lists are compared, the physician must determine
which medications the patient should use or not, and this has to be done for
example by clicking on each individual medication.

5 Discussion

The new module does not make the medication reconciliation process automatic,
but it o↵ers a tool that can be seen as a decision support system that enables
physicians to easily import medication information from various sources into the
EPR system. The EPR systems were developed in the same programming lan-
guage (C#), but they used di↵erent versions of C# and .NET. The developed
functionality had to work with all systems, so a lowest common denominator ap-
proach had to be used when writing the software. This also put some constraints
on the use of third-part libraries.

There is no standardised way of denoting medication information. As an
example, when denoting medication frequency, the terms x 1 and [1+0+0+0]
both mean the same thing (once a day). To some extent the project had to cope
with such syntactic di↵erences.

As with almost all clinical text, spelling errors are common in discharge notes.
It was a strong requirement that minor spelling mistakes should be handled.
We had access to 100 discharge notes as training/example data. This is a fairly
small amount of data, which made the use of machine learning methods di�cult.
Moreover, no gold standard was available, meaning that this had to be developed
as part of the project. The annotation was performed by a health informatics
researcher with background in computer science. Using more annotators with
di↵erent backgrounds (e.g. pharmacists, healthcare professionals) could probably
have increased the validity of the annotation.

The recall rate for medications is mostly explained by the use of medication
names that were not found in the FEST database (typically colloquial terms)
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and major spelling errors that the module was not able to correct. The lower
recall for frequency descriptions can be ascribed to a larger variety of expressions
when describing frequencies than what is the case for dosages. The evaluation
of the module shows that most medications are recognized, while the recall for
dosage and frequency is lower. However, as it is easy to change dosage and fre-
quency values, the users find the functionality very helpful as long as most of the
medications are recognized. As more end-users start using the new functionality,
feedback and error reports are basis for continuously improvement of the gram-
mar. With partial parsing, the grammar strictly defines the elements that we are
able to extract. This means that every false positive requires adding additional
rules to the grammar. To make this work, the parser developer must take care so
that grammar additions do not break previous functionality. In our experience
this calls for a structured, iterative approach to grammar development. Having
a full set of unit test cases makes grammar development a lot easier and safer. A
positive side-e↵ect is that with this approach the precision is usually very high,
at the expense of lower recall. Another problem with shallow parsing approach
is that it is not ideal for extracting complex narrative. For simple medication,
dosage and frequency extraction we have seen that this is not a big problem due
to the usually structured notation. However, building a grammar that e.g. ex-
tracts the reasoning behind a prescribed medication will be a lot more di�cult,
this because reasons usually are given in natural language. A shortcoming with
the evaluation was that it was performed on the same material as was used for
building the grammars, this due to the relatively small amount of data available
to us.

5.1 User Involvement

Experiences from several ICT projects in the health care sector show that a lot
of projects do not involve end users in the development. The results are often
systems that can be found annoying and time-consuming, failing to meet the
needs of the end users. The project presented in this paper was initiated by
highly active and engaged users with a real need for improved functionality of
their EPR systems. The involvement of the users and their participation in the
pilot testing and the approvement of the solution was a clear advantage in order
to ensure the success of the project.
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6 Conclusions and Further Work

The project presented in this paper has shown how joint e↵orts and cooper-
ation of end users and vendors have led to the development of new, common
functionality that supports the medication reconciliation process.

6.1 Further Work

As part of the project follow-up, the medication reconciliation module will be
continuously improved and updated bi-monthly with the latest version of FEST
as well as general quality improvement. This will ensure that the module stays
up to date.

Repeating the evaluation on a new set of test data will give a clearer view
of real-world precision and recall. Another important aspect is to measure end-
user satisfaction with the medication reconciliation tool and how this a↵ects
their daily work. For this purpose, a survey is being performed on end users and
results are likely to be ready later this year.

To improve recall, making use of machine learning technologies is a viable
option. This will, however, require more test data. A benefit of having a hand-
crafted extraction module with high precision is that it can probably be used
for automated annotation (i.e. applying the module to new test data) so as to
make the gold standard creation job much easier.

List of Abbreviations Used in the Paper

ATC Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System
EBNF Extended Backus-Naur Form
EPR/EHR Electronic Patient Record/Electronic Health Record
FEST Prescription and expedition support (Norwegian: Forskrivnings- og

ekspedisjonsstøtte)
GP General Practitioner
ICT Information and Communication Technology
NLP Natural Language Processing
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1 Abstract

Infections caused by central venous catheter (CVC) use is a serious and
under-reported problem in healthcare. The CVC is almost ubiquitous in
critical care because it enables fast circulatory monitoring and central ad-
ministration of medication and nutrition. However, the CVC exposes the
patient to a risk of blood-stream infections (BSI). Explicit documentation of
normal CVC usage and exposure is sparse and indirect in the health record.
For a clinician, CVC presence is simple to infer from record statements about
procedures, plans and results related to CVC. In order to capture evidence
about CVC-related risk of infections and complications, it is important to
develop computerized tools that can estimate individual patient days of CVC
exposure retrospectively for large cohorts of patients. Towards that objec-
tive, we have developed methods for learning classifiers for statements about
CVC-related events occurring in the textual health record. This includes
developing and testing an annotation ontology of events and indicators, an-
notation guidelines, a gold standard of annotated clinical records selected
from a corpus of complete health records for more 800 episodes of care and
collecting alternate health register evidence for validation purposes. This
paper describes the available data and gold standard, feature selection ap-
proaches and our experiments with different classification algorithms. We
find that even with limited data it is possible to build reasonably accurate
sentence classifiers for the most important events. We also find that mak-
ing use of document meta information helps improve classification quality by
providing additional context to a sentence. Finally, we outline some strate-
gies on using our results for future analysis and reasoning about CVC usage
intervals and CVC exposure over individual patient trajectories.

2 Introduction

The use of intravenous cannulation is a very common procedure when a
patient is treated in a hospital setting. The most common type of cannula-
tion is performed with peripheral venous catheters (PVCs), since peripheral
veins are readily accessible for insertion (Mermel, 2017). Central venous
catheters (CVC) are primarily used to administer medications and fluids
and to measure central venous pressure (Taylor and Palagiri, 2007). They
typically consist of a tube that is inserted into one of the central veins of a
patient. How long a patient is in need of a CVC varies from a couple of days
to several months. The use of CVC in medical treatment is indispensable
and life-saving for many patients but also exposes them for risk of infec-
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tion and consequently increased morbidity and mortality (McKibben et al.,
2005). Bacteria that are colonised on the catheter may cause a catheter-
related bloodstream infection (CRBSI). For the first 3-4 days of CVC usage
the risk is low (Fletcher, 2005). As the number of CVC usage days increases,
so does the risk of CRBSI. This is a severe complication of CVC usage and
may lead to hospital-acquired sepsis and in worst case death. More than
15 % of patients experience one or more complications during CVC inser-
tion or maintenance (Taylor and Palagiri, 2007). Common complications in
addition to catheter-related infections include arterial puncture, hematoma,
pneumothorax, and venous thrombosis. Of these, catheter-related infections
and venous thrombosis are often deadly. In some cases the mortality rate
may be as high as 25 % (Brun-Buisson, 2001). Even though CVC usage is
common we do not know enough about the prevalence and duration of CVC
use, CVC-related infections and the associated patient injuries (Wong et al.,
2018).

CVC-related infections are risky for the affected patient and costly to
treat, often leading to prolonged hospitalization. A 2008 study of CRBSI
in an intensive care unit found that each CRBSI event added approximately
USD 82,000 in extra costs and 14 additional hospital days (Cohen et al.,
2010). In a 2002 study of healthcare-associated infections in U.S. hospitals,
the highest death rates were associated with bloodstream infections in inten-
sive care units. Of a total of 81,942 infections, 25 % of these had death as
an outcome.

Surveillance regimes and adverse event detection are the preferred ap-
proaches to increased quality of care and is mainly performed in intensive
care units. These regimes require considerable manual labor, do not give
much clinical effect, and may not be applicable in all hospital wards. In Nor-
way, quarterly prevalence surveys are used to describe the current state of
all hospitalized patients, but are not sufficient for estimating risk related to
days of CVC usage. Ideally, we would like to use retrospective patient data
to derive a precise risk ratio of CBRSI per CVC-day, and thus gain more de-
tailed knowledge about an important patient safety indicator. In turn, this
can guide better practice related to central-line catheter usage.

3 Objectives

In this paper we describe our research on automated retrospective capture of
CVC-related events from a data set of annotated clinical notes. The project
was performed in collaboration with researchers at Akershus University Hos-
pital (Ahus). From their experience, there is insufficient knowledge about
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prevalence and duration of CVC use for patients in Norwegian hospitals.
The duration of CVC use (number of CVC days) is an important prereq-
uisite for estimating the risk of CRBSI, and a first step towards targeted
quality improvement work. It is also desirable to have better data on CVC
insertion and removal events, without relying on explicit coding.

Our approach was to manually annotate the content of clinical notes with
CVC-related events and states and then train machine learning classifiers on
the annotated data set. Identifying events such as CVC insertion, care and
removal can contribute to a faster and more accessible overview of the occur-
rence and duration of CVC usage. It can also provide improved monitoring
of CVC-related bloodstream infections, thus contributing to patient safety.
Moreover, detecting CVC placement can also be of use when performing risk
evaluations.

To our knowledge, using machine learning and natural language process-
ing for detecting CVC-related events has not been done previously on clinical
notes in the Norwegian language. The work of Penz et al. (2007) on English-
language clinical notes is similar but relies on a semi-automated approach
and was targeted towards adverse events. Our focus is on CVC exposure
time in general, and more specifically individualized risk assessment. This
CVC-specific work is part of more general research on capturing episodes and
exposure in health records.

4 Related work

In a systematic review of 200 studies related to bloodstream infections and
intravascular devices, Maki et al. (2006) found that CVCs have far higher
incidence rates than peripheral intravenous catheters and midline catheters.
A study by Hojsak et al. (2012) investigated the rate of CVC-related sepsis
for patients on parenteral nutrition. They found that CVC was used on av-
erage 243.9 days per patient. Because of septic episodes 12.8 % of the used
catheters were removed. The importance of intervention and monitoring of
catheter use was demonstrated by Pronovost et al. (2010). For a total of
300,310 catheter days their Keystone ICU quality improvement project saw
a mean and median reduction of CRBSI from 7.7 and 2.7 to 1.3 and 0 over
a 16-18 month period. Bruin et al. (2012) applied a fuzzy logic-based sys-
tem to generate rules for early detection of CVC-related infections. Trick
et al. (2003) evaluated the ability of the SymText natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) system to find mentions of CVC in chest radiograph reports.
SymText yielded a sensitivity of 95.8 % and a specificity of 98.7 % when
compared with human interpretation. Penz et al. (2007) compared the per-
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formance of an NLP program (MedLEE) and a phrase-matching algorithm
in detecting CVC-related adverse events from clinical records. They found
that phrase matching was a sensitive but non-specific method while the NLP
program was less sensitive but significantly more specific. Combining the
methods gave an acceptable sensitivity (72.0 %) and specificity (80.1 %).
Another interesting finding was that incomplete or inaccurate clinical notes
hampered all methods, including manual chart review. In a 2014 study by
Michelson et al. (2014), text mining methods were found to be very effective
in detecting different types of surgical site infections (SSIs). They did not
consider CRBSIs specifically but their system was able to identify 100 % of
infection cases detected by regular surveillance as well as 37 cases not pre-
viously identified. Bates et al. (2003) and Govindan et al. (2010) both give
comprehensive overviews of various adverse event detection approaches. In
general, there is pervasive research on retrospective NLP analysis of health
data for many other purposes, though this falls outside of the scope of this
paper.

5 Methods

5.1 Data
To perform our experiments we needed to build a dataset from a cohort of
patients with CVC exposure. Our study design specified that we needed
the patient records for both patients with CVC use as well as patients with
both CVC and BSI. Following that we would acquire a larger set of reason-
ably similar patient records where CVC may or may not have been used.
Rather than extracting the full patient record for a given patient we nar-
rowed the data requirements down to a single episode of care. Our definition
of an episode of care corresponds to the one used in the Norwegian specialist
healthcare patient register NPR 1. For an episode of care, we acquired the
continuous set of clinical notes from the hospital. The patient may have had
other contacts with healthcare providers, documented in separate records,
but we did not collect those records from the same period. All episodes were
to be selected from the DIPS EHR database of Akershus University Hospital
(Ahus). Ahus is a tertiary-level university hospital that often receives and
transfers patients to other hospitals. By only selecting complete episodes, i.e.

1An episode of care is a period where the patient receives care and treatment from one
institution for one health problem. An episode may be an outpatient visit, a day visit or
a hospitalization, potentially with interspersed leaves. An episode designates activity, not
only treatment.
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including a concrete initial admission and final discharge, we largely avoided
truncated episodes.

We decided to only extract the text in the clinical notes themselves and
not any accompanying structured data. One reason was that we did not
consider any of the available structured information directly useful for our
purposes. There are specific NCSP (NOMESKO Classification of Surgical
Procedures) surgical codes, such as PYGC00 ("Insertion of central venous
catheter") and related codes, that we could use both for corpus selection
and as a classification feature. This code could have been recorded in the
structured part of the EHR and then possibly reported to national registries.
However, when searching for this and related codes in the EHR, the number
of results returned was much too low to be realistic. This was not unex-
pected: Part of the rationale for this study was that structured reporting of
CVC use was lacking. Generally, ubiquitous procedures are not counted or
documented separately if they are obvious or implicit in more comprehensive
procedures. Moreover, reimbursement calculation (DRG coding) for inten-
sive care patients tries to model severity and complexity, and CVC usage is
not a distinguishing feature. In addition, our view of the patient was some-
what limited. Many patients would be transferred to or from the hospital
which meant that the relevant surgical coding may not have been visible in
the records available to us. The lack of CVC-related structured coding is
also known from other research. In a paper on CVC adverse event detection,
Penz et al. (2007) found that the unstructured text was the best source for
finding patients with CVC.

Given that the coding could not aid corpus selection, we decided to make
use of prevalence surveys instead. In Norway, all hospitals must perform two
annual surveys on infections and the use of antibiotics. In such a survey the
CVC state, in addition to several other parameters such as known infections,
is recorded manually at a given date and time. Fortunately, this is done
four times a year at Ahus and we thus decided to base our corpus selection
on patients present on one of the four survey dates (Løwer et al., 2013) at
the hospital. We needed a corpus containing a sufficiently large number of
patients with CVC and decided on the following selection criteria:

1. For six quarterly prevalence survey days, all health record notes for
the ongoing episode, for all patients registered as having CVC on the
prevalence survey day were extracted. The identity of episodes or pa-
tients, or actual survey findings, were unknown to researchers and not
represented explicitly in the record.

2. For a seventh prevalence survey day, complete episode health record
notes for all inpatients in the most relevant departments were included.
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This was to give us a representative set of similar patients, not neces-
sarily having CVC at the prevalence survey date. Still, these patients
could be expected to have many similar traits and findings and be
subject to (peripheral and urinary) catheters.

We required the episode length to be at least four days. The rationale
for this lower bound on episode length was to increase the total volume of
the corpus. Some episodes spanned more than one prevalence surveys, but
duplicates were removed in the final corpus. We could not identify if unique
patients gave rise to more than one distinct episode but this was irrelevant
for our study. Following this approach we ended up with a corpus which is
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Corpus overview: Episodes and notes

Notes
Survey Episodes Notes 2Inspected Annotated

1 44 2708 2708 377
2 28 2883 2883 432
3 14 1369 1369 165
4 23 1595 1595 190
5 57 2808 2804 341
6 22 2147 2147 289
7 631 332104 48668 5951

Totals 6819 45614 22174 2745

As mentioned we would extract all clinical notes available to us for each
selected episode of care, including nursing notes, surgical notes, physician
notes, laboratory examinations, and more. The average number of clinical
notes for each patient was high enough to ensure that at good selection of
notes both with and without CVC use were included. Considerable effort
was needed both to retrieve, organize and clean the data, as described by
Husby (2014) and Berg (2014). Each note in our corpus was represented as a
plain-text file. Since all notes in the EHR were originally in RTF format they
needed to be converted to a plain-text format without losing any formatting
that was relevant to the interpretation of the note. The EHR vendor did not
provide built-in conversion to text so a custom solution had to be built.

2Read, but not annotated
3All manually searched for content potentially relevant for CVC
4Positive search results, manually inspected
5True positives
6Some episodes are counted more than once, because they last longer than 3 months
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The initial corpus would contain personally identifying information (PII)
about both patients, staff, family, and other related people. This meant that
the research would sort under the Norwegian Medical and Health Research
Act (hfo, 2008), which stipulates that the Norwegian Regional Committees
of Medical Research Ethics (REK) had to be involved. The research plan
and objectives, including descriptions on how PII would be handled, was
submitted to the committee, which then evaluated the research ethics of
the project and finally approved our application. The application stated
that only named researchers in the EVICARE project who had signed non-
disclosure agreements would have data access. The data would be stored
on an offline restricted local network where all access would be logged with
timestamps and the identification of the accessing researcher. The physical
server was only accessible to system administrators.

5.2 Annotation
To identify the clinical state documented by the clinical notes in our corpus,
we defined a set of CVC-related annotation labels (Table 2). This was done as
a collaboration between the authors and a domain expert in natural language
processing. The classes of patient states labelled were intended to form a
generalization hierarchy, e.g. "CVC" being a more general type of CVC-
state than "Hickmann". When applied to the text, the annotator would
label one or more words that would (roughly) act as a confirming proof of a
certain state, situation or event. In practice, this meant that an annotation
could span everything from a single word to a complete sentence.

The classes were intended to form an ontology about events, states,
devices, conditions and symptoms. However, sparsity of events and non-
documented care for CVC skewed our results. Furthermore, it was a con-
tinuing challenge to separate clinically implicit patient state from textually
explicit record statements when assigning labels. I.e., what a trained clini-
cian would be able to infer about patient reality and what could be read in
the text documents. For the purpose of identifying CVC-state, we had to
re-interpret the labels, and this is further discussed in section 5.3.

All the notes were translated to plain text, retaining sections, section
headings and cleaning punctuation and sentence-dividers; see section 6 for
details. Each note was saved into a single file. Each file was named with
a unique serial number, patient ID, episode of care ID, the note type, and
a timestamp showing when the original clinical note was written. No other
correction or parsing was applied, so the individual note would have the ap-
pearance of a well formatted clinical note. The Brat rapid annotation tool
(Stenetorp et al., 2012) was set up with the designed annotation ontology,
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accessing one file at a time. Some test annotations were done during ontol-
ogy design, but this was discarded once the annotation guideline was agreed
upon and considered stable. The annotator, which is also one of the authors
of this paper, was a nurse with special competence in infection control. For
each processed clinical note file a corresponding annotation file was created.
For each annotation, this file had a line with a local identifier, the annotation
label, the start and stop character for the annotated text (referring to the
original note), and the text fragment from the original note that was an-
notated. The following example shows what a single annotation could look
like:

T1 RemCVC 241 277 CVC removed and tip sent for culture

If no annotations were made, an empty annotation file was still created;
this would tell us that the file had been reviewed by the annotator but was
without any annotated findings. The annotation files were named identically
as the corresponding note, but given a different suffix. After the annotation
process was completed we had a total of 22,174 notes. All the notes from
survey days 1 to 6 were annotated. Only a quarter of the notes included after
the day 7 prevalence survey was annotated. This fraction was determined by
time and resources available after annotating all the notes for the episodes
included because of the other 6 survey days (Table 1).

Table 2: Annotations

Annotation Description
Carecvc Care, observation or assessment

of CVC.
PlanCarecvc Care of CVC has not been per-

formed, but has been booked or
planned.

PlanInscvc Admission of CVC not per-
formed, but planned, desired or
ordered for the future.

Inscvc CVC has been inserted in the pe-
riod covered by this note.

Remcvc CVC has been removed in the pe-
riod covered by this note.

PlanRemvcvc Removal of CVC has been
planned or ordered for the future.

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
Annotation Description
Symptom Statements indicating that there

may be a blood system infection
(BSI).

Sepsis Sentence containing the word
"sepsis" or mention of similar
conditions.

CVC, Hickmann,
VAP, other

Labels for more or less specific
type of CVC.

JugularVein, Subclav-
icanVein, Femoralis

Labels for site of CVC.

Possiblecvc Sentences where CVC is discussed
without implication that CVC is
present.

5.3 Data Analysis
Some of the note types, in particular the nursing notes, had a distinct for-
mat. This reflected the document editing interface in the EHR system,
which came with predefined templates to structure the documentation pro-
cess. The nursing notes often used a template with 12 different headings.
Example headings are "Communication/Senses", "Breathing/Circulation",
"Pain/Sleep/Rest/Well-being", and "Skin/Tissue/Wounds". Most nursing
notes would follow this template, but typically only a subset of the sec-
tions would be used. For the most frequently occurring note types where
such a structure existed we built regular expression-based parsers to extract
the contextual information along with the text. The assumption was that
knowledge about the context of a piece of text could potentially be used as a
feature to enhance its interpretation. We also knew from Husby (2014) that
approximately 10 % of the nursing notes would contain CVC-related infor-
mation under the "Skin/Tissue/Wounds" heading, thus making the section
information a potentially valuable feature. For this project we chose not to
apply any deeper linguistic analysis, such as e.g. part-of-speech analysis. We
had previous experience that clinical language was often terse and grammat-
ically incomplete. Furthermore, we did not have access to comprehensive
vocabularies of clinical terms for entity recognition.

Once the parsers had been tested and refined sufficiently there were still
65 out of the original 45,614 notes that would not pass, usually because the
structure had for some reason been mangled. Given the total volume of clin-
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ical notes we decided it was safe to discard these. We also chose to discard
1,892 notes that we thought were not relevant because of their note type.
Examples of these were letters to the patient or to other healthcare institu-
tions. Following this we were left with 43,657 notes. The final reduction of
the corpus was to remove duplicated notes. From our initial data analysis we
observed that several notes were exact duplicates where only the timestamp
differed. Discussions with technical staff revealed that this was an artifact
of how the EHR worked: Whenever a clinical note was reopened a new note
would be generated, even if no changes were made. This could happen when
a nurse opens a document for editing, but only read it. A similar situation of
semi-duplication occurs when a document is edited incrementally. This cre-
ates a new note only slightly different from the previous one. We observed
some cases where this happened but did not do any analysis of how prevalent
this was; this could be relevant for future work. After removing duplicates,
the final corpus size was 42,806 clinical notes. Another corpus reduction task
we considered was to discard notes with infrequently occurring note types.
Ultimately we decided against this as it would potentially affect the episode
of care length.

Once we had extracted the text along with associated meta information
we grouped all the note data according to the episode of care. The final
processed corpus contained 778 episodes of care with 122 different types of
clinical notes. Table 3 shows the most frequently occurring note types. The
nursing notes were by far the most common note types. This made sense
given that nurses are working three shifts and have a need to communicate
throughout the day for continuity of care. For 50 of the 122 note types there
were less than 5 note examples, making this a fairly long-tailed distribution.
While e.g. somatic nursing notes are subdivided into "care", "plan" and
"evaluation", the table aggregates this type for compactness. However, we
treated these different nursing notes as separate in the analysis.

As shown in Table 1, approximately 50 % of the notes were inspected,
of which 2,745 received annotations. The 10 most annotated note types are
shown in Table 4. The rightmost column shows the number of notes where
actual CVC annotations were made, i.e. not just empty annotation files. Of
the remaining notes, 4,056 were read and 564 had annotations.

Table 5 shows how the annotation classes are distributed over the an-
notated notes. The most common class is CVC care (including observation
and assessment), which makes sense given that this is an action likely to be
performed during a nurse visit. Note that the number of CVC insertion and
removal annotations differ. This can be explained by the CVC already being
present when the patient arrives at the hospital or not being removed before
leaving or being transferred. It may also be the case that documentation
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Table 3: Note types, translated

Note Type Count
Somatic nurse note (care, plan, evaluation) 28265
Somatic physician note 6641
Intensive nurse note (care, plan, evaluation) 1830
Somatic physician discharge summary 727
Somatic nurse ward admission note 596
Somatic medical admission note 574
Somatic nurse ward transfer note 426
Somatic nurse reception note 415
Somatic nurse summary 305
Somatic physician discharge note 183

Table 4: Annotated note types, translated

Annotated Note Type Total Annotated
Somatic nurse note (care, plan, evaluation) 2942 380
Somatic physician note 660 105
Intensive nurse note (care, plan, evaluation) 137 16
Somatic nurse ward transfer note 51 2
Somatic nurse ward admisson note 18 4
Somatic physician discharge summary 17 8
Somatic medical admission note 16 4
(Somatic, physician) Transfer note 16 3
Palliative note 16 0
Somatic nurse ward admission note 14 5
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is missing or incomplete, although this is less likely given the seriousness of
the procedure. Another possibility is that the CVC spans more than one
episode of care. A further complication is that more than one CVC may be
present—we found cases of up to three CVCs being present—and inserted at
different times, but removed together.

Table 5: Annotation count

Annotation Description
Carecvc 349
Symptom 123
PlanInscvc 82
Inscvc 63
PlanCarecvc 54
Remcvc 50
CVC 37
Possiblecvc 35
Sepsis 32
PlanRemvcvc 22
JugularVein 19
Hickman 13
SubclavicanVein 6

In Figure 1 we see the distribution of the number of notes in each episode
of care. The mean number is 55 while the median is 34. The longest episode
of care in terms of the number of notes had 643 notes. The similar statistic
for episode of care duration in number of hospitalization days is shown in
Figure 2. Here the mean was 29 days and the median 13. This reflects all
the episodes which involve patients with CVC.

After inspecting some of the longest episodes it turned out that there were
mostly sound medical reasons behind the long hospitalizations. In many ways
this was expected, given that CVC use is often associated with serious med-
ical conditions. There were, however, exceptions. In the episode with the
longest duration, which lasted 361 days, it turned out that the actual admis-
sion period was approximately a fortnight. Almost a year after the discharge
a single clinical note was tacked onto the episode, containing a standardized
report to the national cancer registry. These deviations were also likely to
occur for other episodes, so some care was needed if the admission period was
to be used as e.g. a feature. We decided not to consider this as a problem
since the episode length was not used in our experiments.

Table 4 shows that most of the annotation events are very sparse. This
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was a challenge, given that sparse classes is a common problem in machine
learning. To alleviate this we decided to make use of the intended generaliza-
tion hierarchy of annotation event classes. In terms of semantics, classes such
as CVC care and use are fundamentally quite similar, meaning it is probably
safe to group them together into a common class. Besides, for our research
purposes it was not necessary to exactly predict the given annotation labels:
Our interest was in the CVC usage prevalence and duration, which means
that the main goal was to detect the transitions between having and not hav-
ing CVC. Accordingly, we decided to create four aggregate classes from the
initial fifteen: Plan (PlanInscvc), Ins (Inscvc), Use (Carecvc, PlanCarecvc,
CVC, PossibleCVC, PlanRemcvc, JugularVein, Hickman, SubclavicanVein)
and Rem (Remcvc). Note that planning removal of a CVC implies that the
CVC is present. The reasoning behind these classes were that they should be
sufficent to support our future attempts to infer periods of continuous CVC
use. Note that the Sepsis and Symptom classes were discarded for now, even
though they represent a substantial number of annotations. This was done
because the Sepsis and Symptom labels were often used in situations that
were unrelated to actual CVC use and could as such be a source of confusion
to the classifiers. Table 6 shows the final distribution of our new aggregate
classes. There is still some imbalance although to a smaller extent than
before. As expected, tha majority of samples are in the Use class.

Table 6: Aggregate annotation count

Note type Count
Plan 82
Ins 63
Use 535
Rem 50

Finally, Figure 3 shows the aggregate annotation class frequency relative
to the most common note types and Figure 4 shows the same information rel-
ative to the different sections in the somatic nursing notes (excluding sections
without annotations). The numbers in parentheses show the total number of
observations. For some documents and sections some of the sparser aggregate
classes occur with a relatively high frequency.

6 Experiments

In order to find evidence of CVC use we decided to build text classifiers that
would, given clinical notes as input, make predictions as to whether or not
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one of our previously mentioned aggregate annotation classes should apply.
In practice, the output classes would then be no CVC use (None), CVC
planning (Plan), CVC insertion (Ins), CVC use (Use), and CVC removal
(Rem). This would give us a foundation for later prediction of CVC usage
intervals. Rather than classifying the whole note, we instead opted for classi-
fying sentences given that the annotations were granular enough to attribute
them to a particular sentence. This would also make it easier to use section
information as an additional feature.

Our tool of choice for cleaning up the section notes and converting them
into sentences was the Python NLTK Natural Language Toolkit (Loper and
Bird, 2002). To perform sentence splitting with sufficient quality we used
the NLTK Punkt Sentence Tokenizer. This tokenizer could be trained with
our clinical notes as input data to perform unsupervised sentence boundary
detection (Kiss and Strunk, 2006). We found that it was easily confused by
abbreviations and spelling errors, both of which are common in clinical notes.
To alleviate this we had to manually add said errors and abbreviations to
the tokenizer, thus gradually improving its quality. After several iterations of
manual review and corrections we found that the tokenizer yielded sufficient
although not perfect quality on our source material. The fact that the source
language was Norwegian did not pose any problems, so no translation or other
modifications was necessary for the sentence splitting to work as intended.

As mentioned, the nursing notes largely followed templates with fixed
section headers, author roles, hospital department and other information.
We were particularly interested in the section information but also the other
available information. After extracting the sentences from each note the
resulting information was placed into a JSON data structure where each
sentence was associated with relevant meta information, including the section
header. If no section header information was available, as was the case for
notes other than nursing notes, the sentences were given a "general" section
header label.

To train our sentence classifiers we chose to use the Python scikit-learn
library (Pedregosa et al., 2012). This is a well-established and efficient ma-
chine learning and data analysis toolkit which provided the functionality we
required for this experiment. Data pre-processing yielded a total of 344,563
sentences. From these we selected 34,810 sentences that had been through
the annotation process, out of which 640 had actual annotations. From a
machine learning point of view this can be considered a fairly small data set,
so we decided on using 4-fold cross validation rather than the more common
10-fold approach. Given the highly imbalanced data set (most sentences be-
longed to the None class) we considered whether or not stratification would
make sense. Experiments both with and without fold stratification indicated
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that stratified folds slightly alleviated the class imbalance problem and pro-
vided overall better classification performance. Accordingly, we settled on
stratified folds. Our task was a multiclass classification problem and we
decided to take the one-versus-all approach in this experiment.

Using the scikit TfidfVectorizer we gave each sentence in the training
data set a tf-idf representation, using sublinear tf scaling and a max_df pa-
rameter setting of 0.5. This choice would remove frequently occurring words
and was an alternative to techniques such as removing stop words. Another
inherent feature of this vectorizer was that it performed automatic tokeniza-
tion, lowercase conversion, and punctuation handling, thus providing basic
text pre-processing functionality. In addition to this we also converted num-
bers to a generic number token, this to reduce the variability in the text and
on the assumption that the actual numeric values had limited value for our
classification task. Stemming was considered but since we wanted to preserve
verb tenses we decided against this. An example of a case where verb tense
could make a difference would be the discussion of a planned CVC insertion
versus an actual insertion. For this reason we set up a separate experiment
to investigate the effect of stemming. Handling of negation is another com-
mon challenge in natural language processing tasks. We did not make any
efforts towards explicitly handling negation, assuming instead that the use of
n-gram models would enable the classifiers to differentiate between negated
and non-negated concepts. As for n-gram models, we experimented with dif-
ferent n-gram dimensions and their impacts on classifier performance. In the
end we settled on using 1- to 3-grams for all experiments as this combination
seemed to provide the best results. The use of unigrams was partly moti-
vated by the terseness of clinical language; single-word features could make
a difference as single-word sentences were known to exist.

We selected a set of common algorithm implementations in scikit-learn
using the default or recommended settings as the initial parameters. For the
first experiment we wanted to see how the number of features used would
affect the performance of the selected algorithms on the majority class Use

and the minority class Rem. A key aspect when limiting the number of
features used is how features are selected. We decided to use the scikit-learn
SelectKBest univariate feature selector with a chi-squared statistical test
for scoring. This selector scores the features according to the chosen scoring
function and returns the desired number of features. Manual inspection
of the top features showed that the chosen features made sense given the
context and our domain knowledge. For example, direct references to CVC
or various catheter types, were highly ranked. Also, many features were
closely associated with nursing tasks, e.g. the removal of sutures. This was
reasonable since we had a large number of nursing notes in our data set.
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Table 7 shows an example of the 20 highest ranked features, translated from
Norwegian to English, in a trial experiment on all 34,810 sentences.

Table 7: Highest scoring features

cvc cvc day cvc care
removed sutures removed sutures from from hickman catheter
given cvc cvc was inserted received new cvc
have been inserted hickman hickman catheter
new cvc disc cvc discontinuing cvc
discontinued cvc day discontinued cvc care
sutures from sutures from hickman

In Figure 5 we see the balanced F1 score for the Use class for the chosen al-
gorithms while Figure 6 shows the same experiment for the sparse Rem class.
For both classes the performance of the linear_svc_l1, linear_svc_l2 and
ridge algorithms improves with the number of features. For the Rem class
there are better performing algorithms that seem to perform well with a lim-
ited number of features. In terms of priorities, we decided that optimizing
performance for the Use class should be our primary experiment objective.
Having a well-performing CVC usage classifier would not only be beneficial
for the purpose of counting days of CVC use but would also make good use of
the more prevalent Use-related annotations in our data set. For these reasons
we opted to use the linear_svc_l1 and linear_svc_l2 algorithms for the
remainder of our experiments. These algorithms are the scikit-learn imple-
mentations of a linear kernel support vector machine (SVM) with parameters
loss=squared_hinge, penalty=l1 (or l2), dual=False and tol=1e-3. The
l1 and l2 influences the sparsity of the internal coefficient vectors.

We repeated the number of features experiment although this time only
using the linear_svc_l1 algorithm. Figure 7 shows the F1-score for all 5
classes. As could be expected, the prediction performance is lower for the
classes with less training data. Coincidentally the predictive quality of the
Use classifier is similar to the results seen in the adverse CVC event detection
by Penz et al. (2007), although a direct comparison can not be made.

The next experiment sought to evaluate if inluding sentence section infor-
mation (see Figures 3 and 4) and note type as features could improve classifier
performance. The simplest way to achieve this was to use the scikit-learn
FeatureUnion functionality which combines different feature sources into a
unified feature vector. Applying this on each sentence would give us a com-
bined feature vector that relied on both the standard bag-of-words features
as well as additional section and note type features. We chose to give each
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feature source equal weight rather than weighting some of them as more
important than others. We defined three experiment setups with different
feature source combinations: sentence, sentence + section, and sentence +
section + note type. Table 8 shows the results, where F1, precision, and
recall are given for each setup.

Table 8: Experiments combining sentence and note type information

Sen Sen/Sec Sen/Sec/Not
Class Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1
None 99.8 99.9 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.8

Plan 63.4 38.2 47.5 69.2 41.1 51.2 66.9 38.1 48.4
Ins 47.5 18.1 24.6 50.0 18.1 25.5 50.0 19.8 27.5

Use 74.0 84.5 78.9 74.3 85.4 79.5 73.9 85.0 79.1
Rem 81.3 22.4 35.0 81.3 26.6 39.1 81.3 22.4 35.0

The numbers shown in bold are the highest scores for the given class.
Most noteworthy is that adding section features has a positive effect on pre-
diction quality while note type has a negative effect. The one exception for
the latter is the Ins (insertion) class. A manual inspection revealed that
documentation of CVC insertion was almost always found in the anesthesiol-
ogy record note type, so in that way it made sense that including note type
information would have a positive impact.

In our final experiment we wanted to investigate the effect of stemming
on classifier performance. The effect of pre-processing techniques such as
stemming may be highly dependent on e.g. the text domain and the language
used (Uysal and Gunal, 2014). Using linear_svc_l2 we ran an experiment
with and without stemming, otherwise using all available text features, 4-
fold cross-validation and no sentence or note type features. For stemming
we used the Norwegian Snowball stemmer that is bundled with NLTK. The
results can be seen in Table 9.

Table 9: Experiments with and without stemming

For the most common class, Use, stemming has a slightly negative al-
though negligible effect. For the sparsest class, Rem, there is however a
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Without stemming With stemming
Class Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1
None 99.7 99.9 99.8 99.7 99.9 99.8

Plan 80.0 46.1 57.9 82.9 48.7 60.7

Ins 48.1 34.3 38.5 48.1 34.3 38.5

Use 77.5 78.5 78.0 77.5 77.9 77.7
Rem 63.2 31.8 41.7 66.5 38.4 48.5

marked improvement with stemming. A similar effect is seen with Plan,
which is also quite sparse. For Ins there is no difference. A possible ex-
planation is that a potential benefit from differentiating between e.g. verb
tenses is outweighed by the dimensionality reduction of the feature space that
stemming provides in our quite small data set. A similar effect for another
non-English language is seen in e.g. Torunoglu et al. (2011), where stemming
was found to be beneficial for small training sets.

7 Conclusion

We found that even with limited training data it is still possible to predict
CVC use events from sentences in clinical notes with adequate precision and
recall. This gives us a foundation for later inference of CVC usage periods,
thus allowing us to get better estimates for the number of days that CVC
has been in use. It seems likely that additional training data will improve
classifier performance; in particular, it would be useful with better perfor-
mance for insertion and removal events. Another interesting finding was that
using sentence context information would provide an additional performance
boost. It can reasonably be assumed that more accurate classifiers for the
sparser events will lead to less ambiguity when attempting to map CVC use
intervals from discrete CVC events.

There are several avenues for further research on this topic, most impor-
tantly the aforementioned CVC usage period prediction and day count. In
addition there are many possible approaches towards strengthening the event
prediction foundation. Given the sparsity of training data, one interesting
option would be to see how convolutional neural networks perform, given
that they have been shown to sometimes work well even with limited train-
ing data sets. Another option is to expand our notion of sentence context
to also include data from previous clinical notes, thus providing even more
background that may aid the classifiers. The key here is probably to find a
representation of previous events, treatment and patient background that is
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both at a high-enough level to be useful but also not overly simplistic.
Another observation is on the difficulty of extracting text from EHR sys-

tems and the fact that exporting options are often quite limited. While
the importance of secondary use of clinical data is increasingly recognized
(Meystre et al., 2017), there are often many practical obstacles towards ac-
cessing such data. The trend among EHR vendors is somewhat towards e.g.
interoperability and API access, but often only for structured content. For
research on unstructured clinical text, it is also necessary that the text is
available in a format useful for export and that elements of text structure
and the usage context are not lost during the export process. In particu-
lar, text as part of forms lose their meaning unless the specific form is also
available for text processing.

The end goal of this project is as mentioned to improve our knowledge of
the prevalence and duration of CVC use in hospitals. The work described in
this paper is preliminary and can be considered a means towards this end. A
key element is to be able to accurately identify transitions between CVC use
states: from planning to insertion, care during use, and removal. When doing
so it is important to recognize the difference between the actions that were
originally applied to the patient and how these were ultimately documented.
There are multiple aspects that must be taken into account, not least given
the variety of note types. For example, a nursing note will typically describe
actions and observations from the current 8-hour shift and which are relevant
for the next shift. These notes are mostly descriptive, and will also be written
shortly after the described events took place. On the other hand, a discharge
note will summarize a wider variety of events that took place over a longer
period of time. It may also be more reflective and also outline plans for
further treatment. Mapping descriptions in the clinical notes as accurately
as possible to the points on the timeline where they actually took or will take
place is critical for getting an accurate CVC use day count.
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9 Figures

Figure 1: Episode of care length (notes)
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Figure 2: Episode of care length (days)

Figure 3: Aggregate class use per document type

Figure 4: Aggregate class use per nursing note section type
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Figure 5: F1 vs. number of features (Use)

Figure 6: F1 vs. number of features (Rem)
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Figure 7: F1 vs. number of features (all classes)
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Background
Experts, policy makers and researchers worldwide are scrambling to keep up with 
the influx of potentially relevant COVID-19 studies. Research is being published at 
an unprecedented pace and in volumes never seen before. Whereas a traditional peer 
review- and journal-based publication process would take 6–12 months, research find-
ings now often find their way to readers in a matter of days or weeks. The use of preprint 
servers, with only cursory quality checks, is increasing. While this has had a positive 
impact on knowledge dissemination speed in the medical sciences, this arguably comes 
at a cost to quality, reliability and trustworthiness [1].

Abstract 
Background: The Living Evidence Map Project at the Norwegian Institute of Public 
Health (NIPH) gives an updated overview of research results and publications. As part 
of NIPH’s mandate to inform evidence-based infection prevention, control and treat-
ment, a large group of experts are continously monitoring, assessing, coding and sum-
marising new COVID-19 publications. Screening tools, coding practice and workflow 
are incrementally improved, but remain largely manual.

Results: This paper describes how deep learning methods have been employed to 
learn classification and coding from the steadily growing NIPH COVID-19 dashboard 
data, so as to aid manual classification, screening and preprocessing of the rapidly 
growing influx of new papers on the subject. Our main objective is to make manual 
screening scalable through semi-automation, while ensuring high-quality Evidence 
Map content.

Conclusions: We report early results on classifying publication topic and type from 
titles and abstracts, showing that even simple neural network architectures and text 
representations can yield acceptable performance.

Keywords: Evidence maps, Evidence based medicine, Knowledge dissemination, 
Automated coding, Machine learning, Deep learning
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The need for timely, informed and quality-assessed knowledge is widely recognised as 
crucial for handling the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. One initiative to meet this need, 
known as the Living Evidence Map Project, was launched at the Norwegian Institute of 
Public Health (NIPH) within their Division for Health Services [2]. The NIPH has a large 
team of experienced review authors that regularly conducts systematic reviews of medi-
cal science research, this as part of their mandate to inform evidence-based decisions 
pertaining to prevention and infection control. Evidence maps provide a useful overview 
of the literature, but since many of the workflow steps overlap, they can be seen as a pre-
cursor towards the production of systematic reviews.

The challenge with the current approach to evidence mapping is that it is currently 
mostly manual and requires considerable amounts of expertise from the reviewers. 
This leads to a review and coding process that is already struggling to keep up with the 
volume of incoming publications and that is hard and costly to scale. We believe that 
technologies of medical language processing, knowledge extraction and machine learn-
ing have the potential to assist and amplify the expertise required to produce systematic 
reviews and evidence maps.

Automation was not introduced to synthesising medical evidence in the past since it 
was thought to be inadequate and would potentially only increase the amount of work 
needed, adding effort and time to check over machine results. We began with exploring 
past work that assessed the use of text mining to support systematic review workflows. 
Projects from years prior to COVID focused on the literature screening phase of the 
work process and some have been implemented in the current reviewing support sys-
tems [3].

Although the screening tools have been implemented into workflows, NIPH has no 
automated support that would speed up coding procedures. We have initiated a series 
of experiments to explore multi-label deep learning classification to help with this task. 
In this work, we conduct four experiments in order to assess the possibilities of using 
deep learning techniques in the evidence mapping workflow. Automated approaches are 
evaluated based on measurements of precision and recall, however, we know very lit-
tle about what this means to those who wish to implement automation into workflows 
where a high-quality knowledge product is expected as the result. We hope to learn 
more about acceptable error rates when applied to a real-life needs and workflows. 
Therefore, our research is centred around the question of whether it is possible to reduce 
manual efforts while at the same time maintaining high-quality evidence maps.

We received a set of training data from NIPH as a result of their manual coding to pro-
duce evidence maps for COVID-19, and we focused our research questions on explor-
ing the classification of publications for automated coding. Our main research question 
centres on performance when using deep learning models to classify the COVID-19 
research literature: Can we expect an accurate classification of clinical research topics, 
publication type, and data types using only publication titles and abstracts?

We believe that this work will provide the groundwork for understanding the imple-
mentation of machine learning and deep learning techniques in real-life clinical scenar-
ios and workflows. The Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence put forth the CORD-19 
dataset [4] which is a set of scientific publications available related to COVID-19 as well 
as related historical coronavirus research, including SARS and MERS. We make use 
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of this dataset in our experiments, and seek to tie the challenges outlined to the needs 
related to evidence mapping and generation of systematic reviews.

The NIPH coding workflow
In the NIPH coding workflow, incoming articles that will be coded for inclusion in the 
evidence maps have been screened and quality controlled. In this context the term “cod-
ing” means manual classification of each article according to a predefined set of discrete 
categories, e.g. paper topic (diagnosis, etiology etc.) or data type (primary data, second-
ary data etc.), some of which will be discussed in more detail later. The articles include 
those that their collaborator, EPPI-Centre [5], has already screened (using a combination 
of machine learning and manual methods.) These are supplemented with studies from 
NIPH’s own searches. As of 15 July 2020, the map contains 6513 publications catego-
rised by topic, population, and publication type.

The categorisation process is labour-intensive. Depending on the study, it may take 
3–15 min to code a paper. Studies from the corpus are randomly allocated to two coders, 
a “core coder” and an “external coder”. The core coder has the ability to see the external 
coder’s coding. When the external coder codes first, the core coder can see those codes 
while coding themselves. The process is manual and is done to increase the speed of 
work for the core coder who has greater expertise.

The breadth of studies brings with it many publication types and topics that are not 
always easy to categorize. In the case of disagreement between coders, differences are 
discussed in a reconciliation meeting. This process usually means that the core coder’s 
codes are adopted as the final version, and sometimes with some extra codes added after 
input from the external. This is on-the-ground learning for the external coder, because 
it’s really the only time they see how a study “should” be coded. The benefit of this pro-
cess is a continuous overview over the consistency in the coding efforts. Differences in 
coding may be due to different viewpoints or human error, but were mostly resolved 
without the need of a third researcher to adjudicate.

NIPH has 28 coders in total, all with a research or medical background. There are 15 
external volunteers and 13 from the Norwegian Institute of Public Health. There is a 
programme to train new coders with the coding process, with an introduction to the 
necessary software and the NIPH coding manual. Following the training, new coders are 
then paired up with an experienced coder to continue training on-the-job, with weekly 
discussions for general questions or specific studies. During these discussion rounds, 
any disagreements in coding are discussed and reconciled. Currently coders are manag-
ing to code over 10 studies per hour.

NIPH has created its own coding system with an accompanying manual describing 
all codes in detail, this with the aim of reducing ambiguity. The NIPH coding manual 
has developed throughout the project to address the developing research. This dynamic 
approach has allowed for much-needed flexibility, but at times this can require consider-
able work to realign older codes.

Related work
Deep learning machine learning models are seeing increased use for a wide variety of 
natural language processing (NLP) tasks [6], motivated by the ability to produce results 
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that improve on the performance of previous-generation machine learning methods. 
For text classification, they have surpassed traditional methods for tasks such as senti-
ment analysis, news categorization and natural language inference [7]. In the medical 
domain, there has been a great deal of focus on deep learning for medical image process-
ing [8] but other avenues of research are continuously opening up. For example, it has 
been shown to perform well for identifying relevant publications from medical litera-
ture, especially when considering that less time is spent on e.g. feature engineering and 
MeSH term linking [9]. Convolutional neural networks, a particular deep learning archi-
tecture, have shown promising performance for tasks such as automated ICD-9 coding 
[10] and de-identification of clinical texts [11]. A recent study concluded that the use of 
deep learning methods has yet to fully penetrate clinical natural language processing but 
also that usage was increasing rapidly [12].

Production of evidence maps, systematic reviews as well as best practice guide-
lines have been discussed in terms of the ecosystem of healthcare system data. Con-
necting and reusing health data is an essential aspect to implementing precision 
medicine. The flow of data from patient care and clinical trials to published results 
and observations, and through the cycle of summarization and reuse to inform care 
has also been connected to the concept of learning healthcare systems. Even prior to 
the COVID-19 crisis, the issues and problems have been identified as evolving and 
cutting-edge research [13]. Recently published discussions on evidence ecosystems 
call for more coordinated and integrated synthesis that is relevant, trustworthy, and 
useful for decision making [14].

Recent publications and work from 2016 until the present time has originated from 
the group at the National Centre for Text Mining, University of Manchester. They 
focused their research on the literature screening phase of the systematic review 
process, with methods developed for prioritizing references [15], document cluster-
ing using a predictive network [16], and topic detection [17]. In addition, they built a 
prototype based on the sum of their work, Robot Analyst. The work was completed 
as part of a funded project titled Supporting Evidence-based Public Health Interven-
tions using Text Mining with collaboration of the University of Liverpool Machine 
Learning and Data Analytics group, and the National Institute for Health and Care 
Excellence (NICE). This group was influential and together with the EPPI systematic 
review tool developers at UCL, EPPI implemented screening functionality into their 
production system.

There are several other examples of research on reducing the manual effort asso-
ciated with classification of scientific literature. A 2006 study by Cohen et al. used 
machine learning for automated classification of document citations, this with the 
purpose of aiding experts in updating system reviews of drug class efficacy [18]. 
Moving beyone the medical domain, work has been done on e.g. classification of 
mathematical research [19] and on general research literature with the purpose of 
applying the correct Dewey Decimal Classification code [20]. While much work 
focuses on classification of English-language literature, examples of using machine 
learning methods for automated coding of scientific literature in the Russian lan-
guage [21]. Most approaches appear to be based on supervised learning but use of 
unsupervised learning also exists [20].
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Methods
The coding data was exported as a JSON file on May 4th, 2020, from the EPPI-Mapper 
[22] tool used by NIPH. It had two main sections, CodeSets and References, con-
taining respectively the coding definitions and the publications with the applied codes. 
To get a better feel for the type and volume of data available to us we analyzed the data 
coverage in the CodeSets and References sections.

The codes in the CodeSets section has a tree structure where each attribute node has 
an ID, a name, a description, a set ID, a set description and a type. Parent nodes also has 
a list of child attributes. In total there are 40 parent attributes and 223 leaf attributes.

There was a total of 1332 references. Each reference section had a number of metadata 
fields. Some of these, such as Abstract, Authors and Volume were directly related to the 
associated publication. The rest of the fields, such as Codes and Comments contained 
data that had been added by the coders during the publication coding process. Table 1 
shows an overview of how well these fields are covered in the dataset. We see that Codes 
coverage is complete, as could be expected, while Comments and Keywords are more 
sparsely used. As for bibliographic data, the publication Title is always present while 
some Abstract entries are missing. The journal or conference title is found in the Parent-
Title field which is absent in only 1 case. The ItemId field was confirmed to be unique. 
The Keywords value, if available, contains a newline separated list of coder-provided key-
words. In conversations with NIPH we learned that their coders did not add keywords 
and that the origin of this information is therefore of uncertain quality.

For 181 reference entries the abstract is missing, which means that very little textual 
data beyond the title, keywords and comments is available as classification features. To 
alleviate this we attempted to link the references without abstracts to the COVID-19 
Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) [4], specificially to the main metadata.csv file, 
using publication title and DOI as linking identifiers. The results can be seen in Table 2, 
showing that matching on DOI performed the best but even then only 33 missing 
abstracts could be found. We did not do any normalization on the link values apart from 
converting to lower case so it is possible that some links were missed this way. It is also 
possible that in many cases abstracts are simply not available. We decided to augment 
the data used for the experiments with the additional abstracts found from DOI match-
ing so as to maximize the amount of data available to us.

To get a feel for how the coding practice has evolved we looked closer at the DateCre-
ated (when a reference was imported into the system) and DateEdited (when a reference 
was coded) fields. Figure 1 shows how many references were imported and coded per 
week for the duration of the data sets. The number of coded references increase towards 
the latter half of the period. The team started with 4 coders and by week 14 this number 
had increased to 10, the majority of whom were part-time coders. Note that using this 
field to assess initial coding time is not entirely accurate as sometimes the post-coding 
quality control process would lead to a reference being recoded. There is also a chance 
that any administrative changes to other fields could impact the value of the DateEdited 
field.

We then looked at how the actual codes were distributed across the code hierarchy. 
Many of the codes had an associated AdditionalText field with comments made by the 
coder; coders were instructed to use this field to flag things for discussion during the 
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coding reconciliation process. Other than that there was no additional metadata. Table 3 
shows some key numbers regarding code use. Several of the code attribute IDs could not 
be found in the code set. For some reason some of the coded attribute IDs mapped to 
the attribute set IDs rather than the standard attribute IDs; this needs to be investigated 
further.

Table 1 Reference field coverage

Key # References Cov. (%)

Abstract 1151 86.41

Authors 1321 99.17

Availability 0 0.00

City 9 0.68

Codes 1332 100.00

Comments 689 51.73

Country 0 0.00

CreatedBy 1324 99.40

DOI 1216 91.29

DateCreated 1332 100.00

DateEdited 1332 100.00

EditedBy 1332 100.00

Edition 0 0.00

Institution 464 34.83

Issue 316 23.72

ItemId 1332 100.00

ItemStatus 1332 100.00

ItemStatusTooltip 1332 100.00

Keywords 446 33.48

Month 1 0.08

OldItemId 1332 100.00

Outcomes 0 0.00

Pages 513 38.51

ParentAuthors 0 0.00

ParentTitle 1331 99.92

Publisher 8 0.60

ShortTitle 1332 100.00

StandardNumber 506 37.99

Title 1332 100.00

TypeName 1332 100.00

URL 943 70.80

Volume 449 33.71

Year 1332 100.00

Table 2 Matching FHI data with CORD-19 data

Match element Matches Matches 
w/ abst.

Title 123 28

DOI 127 33
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For each code found in a reference we stored the reference ID so as to know how many 
references are available for a given code. Table  4 shows an overview of the top-level 
codes and for how many references in the full data set these codes have been applied, 
sorted by the number of coded references. Codes used only once or never are not shown. 
We see that data coverage is incomplete for all but the top 5 top-level codes. The more 

Fig. 1 Coded references per week

Table 3 Coding statistics

Number of codes 25,133

Avg. number of codes per ref. 18.9

Number of comments 265

Number of unknown codes 1234

Number of unique unknown codes 25

Table 4 Root code use

Class # Refs

Publication type, detailed 1332

Publication type 1332

Data type 1332

Population 1332

Topic 1332

Topic: Diagnosis 454

Topic: Aetiology 452

Topic: Prognosis 424

Topic: Prevalence 206

Topic: Interventions to treat the infected patient 162

Topic: Interventions targeted at system level to improve management of the pandemic 143

Topic: Experiences and perceptions; consequences; social, political, economic aspects 126

Topic: Infection prevention and control 119
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specific topic codes in the bottom half of the table contained more detailed drilldown 
into the various subtopics. In our experiments we ended up focusing on the Topic, Data 
Type and Population codes, the main reasons being that they all had single-level coding 
hierarchies and reasonably well distributed classes.

Results
For our experiments we made a selection of codes that we thought would be best suited 
as classification labels, with the selection criteria being the amount of data and over-
all class balance. All experiments were run using the Keras deep learning framework 
[23]. Keras was chosen because it is a popular and increasingly used framework which 
also provides several convenience functions to lessen the workload both for text pre-
processing and the general machine learning experiment workflow. We relied on the 
default TensorFlow [24] symbolic math library backend. The choice of deep learning 
machine learning methods is not only motivated by recent performance advances but 
also because they usually reduce the need for activities such as feature engineering [25]. 
For the rest of the discussion, we will refer to codes as labels given that this is a more 
common terminology for classification tasks.

Experiment 1: classifying topics from the publication title
For our initial experiment we wanted to build a classifier for the Topic label, as shown 
in Table 5. The goal is to correctly classify the topic based on information available to 
us, such as the publication title, the abstract, the publication outlet and so on. The total 
number of applied labels is 2084. Since this exceeds the number of references it follows 
that some of the references must be labelled with multiple topics, making this a multi-
label classification task. While some topics occur more often than others, there are no 
topics that are exceptionally scarce and the dataset is relatively balanced.

We first attempted to use only the publication title as input for our features. The 
primary benefit of using the title is that we know that it always will be present in the 
dataset. We put all titles into the Keras Tokenizer API, which splits on whitespace, 
removes punctuation, lowercases all tokens and outputs a bag-of-words-encoded fea-
ture matrix with a selected output mode. Each row in the matrix has a vector with the 
size of the vocabulary, with each word having its own position. In our case we relied 
on the count mode which means that the word frequency is used as a feature value. 

Table 5 Reference count (Topic)

Class # Refs

Topic 1332

Prevalence and incidence 205

Etiology 452

Diagnosis 454

Infection prevention and control 119

Interventions to treat the infected patient 162

Interventions targeted at system level 142

Prognosis 424

Experiences and perceptions; consequences; social, political, economic aspects 126
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For all experiments we set a maximum vocabulary size of the 1,000 most frequent 
words in the corpus.

We decided to start with the simplest possible neural network architecture, using 
a sequential model with three dense layers, each having 64 units. The number of lay-
ers was set after some initial experimentation to make sure that the model would not 
be lacking in representational power. The number of layers and units was motivated 
by similar classification examples as described by the creator of Keras [25] rather 
than previous experience. Each layer used the relu activation function. The fourth 
and final layer had 8 units, corresponding to the number of classes, and a sigmoid 
activiation function. As per recent best practices for this type of classification task 
we used the Adam optimization algorithm, a binary_crossentropy loss function 
and, since this was a multi-label classification problem, the categorical_accu-
racy evaluation metric. We also added precision and recall metrics as these would 
be more useful in practice for evaluation purposes. Batch size was set to 128. Since 
we had a fairly small amount of data to work with we used 4-fold cross validation for 
all experiments, averaging the results. The number of epochs was set by doing trial 
runs with 20% of the training data set aside for validation. We then observed the loss 
function output and chose the final number of epochs to roughly correspond with the 
loss function minimum, this to avoid overfitting. For the final run we used all avail-
able data for training and ignored validation. When evaluating on the data set aside 
for testing we would end up with a vector of values between 0.0 and 1.0. If the value 
was above a threshold of 0.5 we interpreted this as a positive prediction for the given 
class.

Table  6 shows the classification results for the Topic label in the form of average 
precision, recall and F1 metrics as well as the standard deviation. We see that pre-
cision is in general better than recall, while recall seems to be positively correlated 
with the amount of training data. For the classes with less data the precision standard 
deviation is high and results would fluctuate considerably between each run. The dif-
ference between precision and recall performance could be explained by the lack of 
data in the titles: the model picks up on commonly occurring words which makes for 
safe predictions while the majority of titles have too little information to make a good 
prediction.

Table 6 Topic classification results from title

Class Precision Recall F1

Diagnosis 0.71 (0.06) 0.61 (0.08) 0.66 (0.07)

Etiology 0.69 (0.04) 0.52 (0.08) 0.59 (0.04)

Experiences and perceptions; consequences; social, 
political, economic aspects

0.80 (0.10) 0.38 (0.07) 0.51 (0.07)

Infection prevention and control 0.72 (0.23) 0.11 (0.02) 0.18 (0.03)

Interventions targeted at system level 0.23 (0.27) 0.08 (0.12) 0.11 (0.17)

Interventions to treat the infected patient 0.73 (0.06) 0.39 (0.04) 0.51 (0.04)

Prevalence and incidence 0.63 (0.07) 0.28 (0.03) 0.39 (0.04)

Prognosis 0.73 (0.05) 0.61 (0.04) 0.66 (0.02)
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Experiment 2: classifying topics from the publication abstract
For the next experiment we stuck with the Topic coding from experiment 1 but switched 
the input data source from the title to the abstract. This would presumably give the deep 
learning model more data to work with. We kept all other tokenization parameters and 
model hyperparameters equal, including the network architecture.

Results from classifying the Topic label based on abstracts are found in Table 7. The 
most noticeable difference is that both precision and recall have improved for the classes 
that performed poorly in the previous experiment. The abstract will in most cases be 
substantially longer than the title and as such there is more information to work with for 
the neural network model, thus improved performance is as expected.

Experiment 3: classifying publication type from the publication abstract
We repeated the same experiment, using the abstracts as a basis for our features but this 
time attempting to classify for the Publication type label. The class distribution can be 
seen in Table 8. As before, this is a multi-label classification task but this time publica-
tions are much more likely to have a single label applied.

With all parameters from the previous experiments kept equal the results are shown in 
Table 9. Performance for the Studies and modelling class is best but this is also by far the 
most prevalent class.

Experiment 4: classifying data type from the publication abstract
This experiment was again similar to the previous one but now for the Data type label. 
This label says something about the kind of data, if any, that was used in the publication. 
Table  10 shows the class distribution and that most of the reviewed publications deal 
with primary data.

Results of this experiment can be seen in Table 11.

Table 7 Topic classification results from abstract

Class Precision Recall F1

Diagnosis 0.72 (0.09) 0.68 (0.06) 0.70 (0.03)

Etiology 0.69 (0.06) 0.50 (0.04) 0.58 (0.04)

Experiences and perceptions; consequences; social, 
political, economic aspects

0.79 (0.08) 0.45 (0.05) 0.57 (0.06)

Infection prevention and control 0.77 (0.13) 0.21 (0.05) 0.33 (0.07)

Interventions targeted at system level 0.65 (0.21) 0.15 (0.07) 0.23 (0.10)

Interventions to treat the infected patient 0.75 (0.08) 0.38 (0.04) 0.50 (0.04)

Prevalence and incidence 0.71 (0.06) 0.30 (0.06) 0.42 (0.05)

Prognosis 0.74 (0.02) 0.56 (0.06) 0.63 (0.03)

Table 8 Reference count (Publication type)

Class # Refs

Publication type 1332

Systematic reviews 156

Studies and modelling 1051

Non-systematic reviews and others 194
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Experiment 5: classifying topics from the publication abstract with CNN and pre-trained 
word embeddings
The final experiment is a repeat of experiment 2 but this time with a more advanced 
architecture which is also supported by pre-trained word embeddings. We used the 
100-dimensional GloVe embeddings of 400K words which is based on data from Wiki-
pedia [26]. Individual words were mapped to known embeddings and then fed into an 
embedding layer. We also used the Keras Bidirectional, GRU , Conv1D, Globa-
lAveragePooling1D and GlobalMaxPooling1D layers, effectively implementing 
a bidirectional recurrent neural network.

Results from classifying the Topic label based on abstracts with this alternative archi-
tecture can be seen in Table 12. When compared with experiment 2 results are either 
equal or slightly worse. It is reasonable to assume that the lack of training data is a con-
tributing factor.

Discussion
A common issue with all experiments was lack of labeled data, which would definitely 
impact classification performance. Also, we only used the title or the abstract for fea-
tures, which would impact some of the experiments. Beyond sparse data we know 
from conversations with NIPH that some of the Topic labels are impossible to infer 
from the publication title alone, which may explain the performance improvement 

Table 9 Publication type classification results from abstract

Class Precision Recall F1

Non-systematic reviews and others 0.52 (0.41) 0.05 (0.06) 0.08 (0.11)

Studies and modelling 0.86 (0.02) 0.98 (0.01) 0.92 (0.01)

Systematic reviews 0.91 (0.07) 0.53 (0.08) 0.67 (0.07)

Table 10 Reference count (Data type)

Class # Refs

Data type 1332

Primary data 789

Secondary data 231

Modelled/computed 271

No data (i.e. comment, editorial) 74

Table 11 Data type classification results from abstract

Class Precision Recall F1

Modelled/computed 0.77 (0.09) 0.66 (0.05) 0.71 (0.04)

No data (i.e. comment, editorial) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)

Primary data 0.80 (0.02) 0.92 (0.02) 0.86 (0.01)

Secondary data 0.89 (0.04) 0.50 (0.01) 0.64 (0.01)
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in experiment 2 where the abstract was used instead of the title. At the same time, 
some of the other classes see no—or even a negative—boost to performance. The sim-
ple bag-of-words representation may be partly at fault. In addition, for some pub-
lications no abstract is available, even after augmenting with additional abstracts 
from the CORD-19 dataset. Finally, a key limitation is that we have no information 
on which parts of the abstract that lead the coders to make a coding decision. This 
makes the contribution of the abstract somewhat less precise. We do know, however, 
that the full text article has been consulted in cases where the coder was not able to 
make a decision from the abstract alone. We attempted to increase the vocabulary 
size to 10,000 words and observed some improvement to precision but typically at the 
expense of recall.

For experiment 3, classifying Publication type, we see that systematic reviews are 
much more likely to be both detected and classified correctly than non-systematic 
reviews; a reasonable explanation for this is that the former is much more likely to be 
explicitly named in the abstract than the latter, which is also a generic grouping cat-
egory for “everything else”.

A similar observation can be made for experiment 4. As with the previous experi-
ment, the No data class is likely to suffer from being implicit rather than explicit: 
from the reviewer’s point of view this label is applied in the absence rather than the 
presence of information.

A general source of error for all experiments is that the quality of the initial labeled 
publications is likely to fluctuate, especially for the earliest efforts. This is natural for 
any type of manual coding and classification project: it takes time for best practices to 
be established and knowledge to be disseminated among coders and the coding guide 
is likely to go through several revisions based on lessons learned during the coding 
process. Once more data is available this should become less of a problem.

When looking at ways to improve performance from a data point of view, an obvi-
ous activity would be to add additional training data. Since the evidence map project 
is still ongoing, additional coding data is being created and will provide a valuable 
basis for future experiments. Moreover, as the coders get more practice and experi-
ence the quality is likely to improve. Another possible effort is to improve the preci-
sion of the coding by having coders highlight the parts of the text that support their 
coding decision. This could improve the classifiers by allowing for more targeted 

Table 12 Topic classification results from abstract (bidirectional RNN)

Class Precision Recall F1

Diagnosis 0.78 (0.05) 0.58 (0.03) 0.67 (0.01)

Etiology 0.70 (0.03) 0.47 (0.06) 0.56 (0.03)

Experiences and perceptions; consequences; social, 
political, economic aspects

0.77 (0.11) 0.40 (0.05) 0.51 (0.02)

Infection prevention and control 0.53 (0.09) 0.19 (0.06) 0.28 (0.08)

Interventions targeted at system level 0.59 (0.07) 0.11 (0.08) 0.16 (0.12)

Interventions to treat the infected patient 0.76 (0.05) 0.29 (0.04) 0.41 (0.03)

Prevalence and incidence 0.54 (0.00) 0.28 (0.17) 0.34 (0.15)

Prognosis 0.67 (0.02) 0.55 (0.05) 0.61 (0.02)
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training. Since the full publication text has also been used, integrating full text where 
possible—or just indicating when this is the case—could make a positive difference. 
It is also worth noting that the code book specification has been simplified since our 
initial data export, which should make future classification easier.

Comparing the performance of our results with that of similar research on automated 
classification of scientific literature is not straightforward but some observations can be 
made. For example, in [21] we see F-scores of around 0.50 which is in the same area as 
our experiment 2, which had the largest number of classes. This study had a much larger 
training set but it is difficult to compare the complexity of the tasks. Often there are 
strict requirements that a high level of recall must be sustained, such as e.g. 0.95 in [18]. 
We have left considerations of what the acceptable recall—and the subsequent effect on 
workload reduction—for our task is for future work. In [19] the best F1 score was almost 
0.90 but again with a more training data to work with.

Conclusions
We wanted to investigate if it was possible to use machine learning, specifically deep 
learning-based neural network models, to replicate a coding and classification scheme 
applied by expert coders over a perid of several weeks to COVID-19-related publica-
tions. Our experiments showed that even with the simplest possible text representations 
and generic neural network architectures it was possible to get promising results.

To improve results further a natural place to start would be experimenting with deep 
learning architectures and best-practices that are better geared towards text classifica-
tion, not the least when it comes to making use of word context and embeddings rather 
than the simple one-hot encoding currently employed. We conducted one experiment 
using external pretrained embedding vectors but they did not provided any performance 
boost. Further experiments with more data are highly relevant. Also, for small data sets 
traditional approaches such as support-vector machines often exhibit comparable per-
formance to neural nets and thus warrants a comparison. Since both the evidence map 
project and the ensuing research collaboration came about in a rush we hope to address 
these improvements in future work. The aim of this paper is not methodological novelty 
but rather to highlight the potential of a unique handcrafted dataset.

The long-term goal is to build classifiers that can be used as a basis for coding process 
and decision support, thereby reducing the time spent and effort needed by the coders. 
While high classifier performance is a key requirement, the importance of user interface 
should not be forgotten. This is a particular challenge for applications where machine 
learning is a key component. The suggested codings will never be perfect and it is there-
fore crucial to establish a coder workbench that allows for both approving, modifying 
and rejecting the automated suggestions while at the same time allowing for manual 
review and oversight. Given that the coding will be an ongoing process, finding ways to 
iteratively improve the classifiers would be of particular interest. The history of health-
related decision support applications is both long and chequered—but with several les-
sons to learn from [27].

For our experiments in this paper a simple evaluation against the gold standard was 
sufficient. However, when applying the classifiers towards assisting the coding process 
different evaluation metrics must be considered, e.g. the time spent coding and changes 
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to inter-coder agreement. Automated approaches are evaluated based on measurements 
of precision and recall but we know very little about what this means to those who wish 
to implement automation into workflows where a high-quality knowledge product is 
expected as the result. More knowledge is needed about acceptable error rates when 
applying decision-support technology to real-life needs and workflows.

While these initial experiments show promise for automated coding it is unlikely 
that the need for manual verification will be completely eliminated. Nonetheless, the 
amplification of highly skilled manual labor will improve quality, timeliness and fre-
quency of updates by automating repetitive chores, new content detection, evidence 
integration, validation and consistency of results. Explainable artificial intelligence 
(AI) and explicit semantic reasoning in verifiable processes will allow experts to 
make predictable and trustable high-quality evidence maps. While we see immediate 
short-term potential in improving how knowledge is communicated for handling the 
COVID-19 crisis, the proposed technology can also have longer-term effects on med-
ical information dissemination and management. As research communities become 
more advanced, global and specialised, the need for handling information flow and 
establishing best practices is unlikely to subside.
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Mental health disorders often develop during childhood and adolescence, causing

long term and debilitating impacts at individual and societal levels. Local, early, and

precise assessment and evidence-based treatment are key to achieve positive mental

health outcomes and to avoid long-term care. Technological advancements, such as

computerized Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSSs), can support practitioners in

providing evidence-based care.While previous studies have found CDSS implementation

helps to improve aspects of medical care, evidence is limited on its use for child

and adolescent mental health care. This paper presents challenges and opportunities

for adapting CDSS design and implementation to child and adolescent mental health

services (CAMHS). To highlight the complexity of incorporating CDSSs within local

CAMHS, we have structured the paper around four components to consider before

designing and implementing the CDSS: supporting collaboration among multiple

stakeholders involved in care; optimally using health data; accounting for comorbidities;

and addressing the temporality of patient care. The proposed perspective is presented

within the context of the child and adolescent mental health services in Norway and

an ongoing Norwegian innovative research project, the Individualized Digital DEcision

Assist System (IDDEAS), for child and adolescent mental health disorders. Attention

deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) among children and adolescents serves as the case

example. The integration of IDDEAS in Norway intends to yield significantly improved

outcomes for children and adolescents with enduring mental health disorders, and

ultimately serve as an educational opportunity for future international approaches to such

CDSS design and implementation.

Keywords: child and adolescent mental health, clinical decision support system (CDSS), clinical decision support

(CDS), innovation & technology strategy, child and adolescent psychiatry (CAP), child and adolescentmental health

services (CAMHS)
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INTRODUCTION

Nearly one half of mental health problems develop prior to the
age 15 (1) and 75% of all psychiatric disorders have their onset
prior to the age of 25 (2–4). In Norway, one out of five children
has a mental disorder at any point in time (5, 6) and nearly five
percent of all children and adolescents receive treatment in child
and adolescent mental health services (CAMHS) (7, 8).

Modern electronic health records (EHRs) provide detailed
documentation of a patient’s health, but the complexity of
psychiatric and neurodevelopmental disorders in childhood and
adolescence requires clinical decision-making support beyond
the EHRs’ scope (9, 10). EHRs rarely provide adequate insight
into the complex situations of psychiatric care, including
recently updated biological frameworks for disorders and
emerging methods for identifying syndromes (11–13). The
incorporation of telepsychiatry and other computer supported
health approaches can efficiently utilize existing resources to
improve evidence-based early intervention and preventative
CAMHS (13–15).

Clinical Decision Support Systems
A clinical decision support system (CDSS) aims to provide
clinicians with real-time, step-by-step guidance through their
clinical decision-making process (16–18). A CDSS intends
to provide recommendations and guidance, not to replace
the clinical judgment of practitioners. In general, a CDSS
can be designed to rely solely on clinical practice guidelines
to provide the evidence-based support, and/or incorporate
previous patient cases by including healthcare datasets (18).
The construction of guidelines for a CDSS is typically done
with guideline development tools and computer-interpretable
guideline (CIG) modeling languages, such as PROforma and
SAGE (19). However, depending on the specific purpose of
the CDSS, relying on modeled guidelines alone could be a
suboptimal approach (20, 21). Traditional CDSS design and
implementation aspects critical to successful CDSS adoption
have included: (1) integration and adaptation to workflow;
(2) construction of the information system structure and
components; (3) knowledge management, interoperability, and
sharing; (4) cognitive tasks and reasoning processes to be
supported; (5) health system priorities and CDSS adoption
paradigms; (6) quality improvement impacts, and (7) evaluation
of effectiveness of decision support intervention (21, 22).

Child and Adolescent Mental Health
Services in Norway
Norway is one of many Western nations that use an integrated
approach for CAMHS. A family member, a teacher, or school
counselor usually serves as the initial contact for children
experiencing mental health problems, and refers them to a
care provider. For example, if a teacher notices a child is
challenged academically, they will involve the Educational and
Psychological Counseling Service (PPT), which assesses the
problem and determines whether special education assistance
is an appropriate intervention, or if involvement of different

local, regional, or national services is most appropriate for the
child (23).

Typically children are first referred to their local primary
care provider (PCP) for further assessment. If the mental health
problem is more complex in nature, a PCP needs to involve
additional services from professionals who are trained to address
such problems. For example, if there are child safety and well-
being concerns, child protection services are involved, and if a
child requires assessment and/or interventions by a child and
adolescent psychiatrist, a referral to CAMHS is made (23, 24).

In addition to Norway’s standardized, integral approach to
patient assessment and treatment, the Norwegian Directorate
of Health has also established national clinical guidelines and
care pathways (i.e., Pakkeforløp in Norwegian) for several mental
health disorders, similar to the United States’ American Academy
of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry (AACAP), formation of
clinical updates and practice guidelines (25, 26). The national
guidelines and standardized pathways help to improve the
predictability and safety of care and facilitate collaboration
between the different services involved (23, 27, 28).

CDSS DESIGN IN THE CAMHS CONTEXT

While CDSS implementation for general medicine has been
well researched, the use of CDSS in CAMHS has been limited,
with only a handful of studies focusing specifically on CAMHS,
and many reporting shortcomings (11, 12, 18). CDSS design
for CAMHS requires careful consideration of the complexity
of the care process. The design and implementation should
therefore take into consideration not only the previously
documented challenges but also the structure and needs of local
CAMHS (10–12).

To structure our discussion of the care context that
a CAMHS CDSS must support, we have identified four
key design considerations, representing (1) the collaborative
aspect of mental health care, (2) the many and distributed
sources of information, (3) the complexity introduced by
multiple stakeholders and comorbidities, and (4) the long-term
perspective of the care process.

A CDSS for Collaborative Care
Traditionally, standardized clinical guidelines and care pathways
are designed for healthcare professionals directly involved in
clinical care. But, providing quality care needs to involve all
stakeholders, including teachers, community mentors (i.e., youth
groups), coaches, as well as the patients and their families. Similar
to clinical guidelines, traditionally CDSSs focus on the clinical
provider and assists one individual through clinical decision-
making (i.e., a psychologist or PCP) (22). There are several
practical reasons for this, including legacy EHR systems’ minimal
interoperability, yet such approaches limit the scope of CDSS
functionality, especially in CAMHS.

To maximize the value, usefulness, and impact of a CDSS,
the correct information must reach all relevant stakeholders,
whether directly or indirectly engaged (29). As the patient is the
most important stakeholder in his or her own care, their active
participation helps them to better understand the treatment,
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and ultimately improves disease self-management (30, 31). In
Norway, the Patients’ Rights Act stipulates that all Norwegian
citizens have the legal right to participate in their own care
(32). Children and adolescents can provide consent and have a
parent serve as a proxy (32, 33). Previous CDSS studies have
shown CDSS system design should consider involvement of a
parent as a proxy, as it increased patients’ adherence to CDSS
recommendations (17).

A CDSS for Application of Health Data
In a typical clinical scenario, decision-making is based on the
patient’s EHR, data from an associated patient database, and
single-user data entry. The EHR should provide a holistic,
comprehensive overview of the patient’s health to maintain a
consensus among all stakeholders involved in the patient’s care.
Assessment tools help identify the extent of a patient’s problems
and which stakeholders to involve in the patient’s care. Self-
reporting of symptoms has also become more common with
the increased use and popularity of digital and web-based
tools, especially among children and adolescents (34, 35). These
methods of collecting information from multiple stakeholders
involved, contributes to establishing a clearer picture of a
patient’s health. Clear communication and efficient sharing
of the patient’s health information is needed to provide the
best quality care for each patient, as challenges with poor
information flow and transparency directly affect the quality
of care (36). A collaborative CDSS design, where multiple
stakeholders participate in data collection and data entry, would
increase the CDSS’s utility as well as improve information flow
among stakeholders (10).

Design of CDSS guidance based on analysis of health datasets
has been found to provide greater improvement of clinical
decision-making than guideline based CDSS suggestions alone
(37). The data-driven approach to CDSS design can, not only
provide decision-making support beyond the capacity of clinical
guidelines, but also provide clinical learning opportunities
(38). Reported secondary benefits of data-driven CDSS have
included enhancing education, expanding research knowledge,
improving guideline adherence, and clarifying training needs
(39). Extending the role of a CDSS in this way can yield positive
outcomes for patients with the most complex psychiatric needs.

A CDSS to Address Stakeholder
Perspectives & Comorbidities
Applying a CDSS in clinical CAMHS also faces a challenge related
to “cognitive collaboration” (40). “Cognitive collaboration”
involves distributed cognitive processes from all stakeholders
contributing to care, whose expertise covers a variety of
professions (40, 41). Despite their common goal of helping
the patient, the stakeholders’ criteria for success, and their
approaches to achieve that goal, may differ. For example, a school
counselor’s perspective on aspects of the clinical process may
differ from that of a psychiatrist. A CDSS designed for one aspect
of treatment might optimally address that particular focus, but
this design approach could be less relevant to the overall clinical
profess if it neglects the “cognitive collaboration” involved in
care (42).

In addition to multiple cognitive perspectives, the CDSS
design also needs to account for comorbidities. Approximately
40% of all children and adolescents who meet the criteria
for one disorder (i.e., anxiety, behavior, mood, or substance-
use disorders) also meet the criteria for another disorder (43).
Without considering abnormal symptomatic display or symptom
overlap, comorbidity patterns can be concealed and mislead the
practitioner to provide an invalid diagnosis (44). However, most
CDSS models do not account for comorbidities, and research
is scare on how to apply multiple CIGs, in order to do so
(11, 12, 45). A CDSS for CAMHS needs to be able to account for
commonly occurring comorbidities, as well as the collaborative
nature of clinical care (46).

A CDSS for Temporality of Care
In Norway, the Patients’ Rights Act guarantees every individual
the right to immediate, appropriate care (32). For example, if a
patient is referred to a psychologist or psychiatrist, they have the
right to be seen within ten working days, and even sooner if the
illness is deemed life-threatening (23, 32). Despite such policies,
the patient’s care progress and overall improvement of health can
be delayed. Misdiagnosis, for example, can arise with child and
adolescent mental health disorders due to the large variations
in frequency, severity, and types of symptoms displayed, such as
with ADHD (10).

Reaching a clinical diagnosis is only the first step in a
complex and collaborative care process. A 2009 study on medical
treatment for children with ADHD, found that only about half
of the cohort managed to adhere to the ADHD medication
plan (47). For a CDSS to be relevant to all components of
the care process, potential complications that could arise in
treatment management and follow-up also need to be taken into
account. For example, a CDSS could be designed to consider
any developments between appointments, or to register any
irregularities prescribed medications and automatically alert the
practitioner (48). To date, CDSS implementation and evaluations
have predominantly focused on short-term outcomes rather than
long-term care for the patient (42). While CDSS design has not
yet optimally addressed the longitudinal and collaborative nature
of patient care, many CIG modeling languages that can be used
for a CDSS (i.e., EON, GASTON, etc.) do (49). In addition to
utilizing a CIG language with longitudinal context, it is essential
to assess how the different components of temporality of clinical
care, and the specific timing of each intervention step, can impact
the use of a CDSS (42).

A COMPLEX PROPOSITION TO MEET
COMPLEX NEEDS: THE IDDEAS PROJECT

The complexities of a CDSS for CAMHS have all come
under consideration in the development of the Individualized
Digital DEcision Assist System (IDDEAS) project. IDDEAS, an
innovation and research project in Norway, aims to design and
implement a CDSS that can support the diagnoses and treatment
of mental health disorders in children and adolescents, starting
with ADHD as the first model clinical paradigm (50, 51). With
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FIGURE 1 | The IDDEAS clinical decision support system model. This figure is adapted from (50) which was published under the CC BY 4.0 license (https://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). It has been slightly revised to reflect architecture development.

nearly 4% of all 12 year olds in Norway having ADHD at any
point in time (7), the disorder will serve as the first case example
for IDDEAS. IDDEAS brings innovation to patient care to allow
earlier and more precise clinical decision-making.

The main goal of IDDEAS is to develop a CDSS that will
improve mental health outcomes for children and adolescents
by supporting the practitioner through clinical decision-making.
IDDEAS specifically seeks to improve care by providing
clinicians data-driven and evidence-based guidance in real
time, to ensure earlier and more precise decision-making,
avoid misdiagnosis and inefficient care practices, and improve
individualized treatment management. In addition to the
Norwegian CAMHS guidelines and clinical care pathways,
IDDEAS will also use Norway’s unique and existing resources—
CAMHS datasets and other health datasets—to provide data-
driven support.

The central and most important innovation in IDDEAS
is the Local Early and Precise (LEaP) model, which allows
for the application of IDDEAS locally in community settings,
early in the clinical process, to add precision to patient care.
The LEaP model is designed to provide real-time decision
support for busy practitioners. IDDEAS integrates existing
heterogeneous, geographically distinct, current and historical
datasets, to generate new information and models to provide
clinical decision support at the individual patient level (Figure 1).
Data representing multiple episodes of care for different patients
are structured into domains of inter-related concepts and

hierarchical clinical patterns. They are then ranked within the
system,matched with the current patient and ultimately provided
within the system’s interface to support the practitioner through
clinical decision making (50, 51). In addition, guidelines and
other clinical recommendations are compiled and encoded
before being combined with the data-driven trajectories and
patterns to provide ranked suggestions in response to any
practitioner queries (50, 51). By designing a CDSS that utilizes
both guidelines and big data, the system has the potential
to be curated based on evolving scientific evidence, and
with the use of each individual patient’s own EHR data
to also build upon the available evidence base within the
system (51).

The IDDEAS CDSS will be designed and evaluated in
iterations. As this approach to CDSS design for CAMHS is
relatively novel, to ensure IDDEAS is usable and appropriate
for clinicians and patients, all iterations will be conducted
collaboratively among the technical and clinical experts of the
IDDEAS Consortium (50). With IDDEAS being an innovation
project, each stage will build upon the previous one, with first
identifying the needs of practitioners and assessing the perceived
usability of the prototype system before going on to investigate
the utility and efficacy of the system to care for real patients (50).

Preserving patient confidentiality is a fundamental project
requirement. To mitigate the risk of re-identification we will
seek to model patient trajectories in a way that reduces the
patient representation to a set of care events (e.g., physiological
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findings and health care system interactions). These will then
be clustered so that we operate with representations of similar
patient trajectories rather than unique trajectories tied to
single individuals.

In developing the project, it was important first to consider
the previously encountered challenges of successful CDSS
implementations and then evaluate them within the context
of the Norwegian local approach to CAMHS. A contribution
of this paper is a framework to discuss which considerations
a CDSS for local CAMHS must consider both for design
and implementation: the involved stakeholders, how they share
information, the explicit and implicit “cognitive collaboration”
involved and how to address the longitudinal component of
patient care. We recognize that some of these challenges,
e.g., the handling of comorbidities or supporting multiple
distributed stakeholders, are many-faceted and complex and
do not often have straightforward solutions. In the IDDEAS
project we seek to use this framework as a foundation for
a structured engagement with our clinician partners and
ultimately better understand the context and processes of
CAMHS. We believe this will help us to understand the
design and implementation trade-offs we must make but also
where a CDSS can realistically have a positive impact on
care delivery.

IDDEAS involves multiple stakeholders, including clinicians,
researchers, computer engineers, service-user organization
representatives, among others, and aims to facilitate “cognitive
collaboration” throughout the project. While designated
responsibilities lead to differing extents of active involvement
from these stakeholders, the IDDEAS Consortium holds regular
collaborative meetings for all stakeholders to consistently
include multidisciplinary perspectives through development,
evaluation and implementation. In addition to multidisciplinary
cooperation, IDDEAS is nationally funded by the Norwegian
Research Council (i.e., Norges Forskingsrådet) and involves
collaboration on a national level (i.e., between different
regional CAMH clinics), as well as on an international
level, with Consortium members representing Norway, the
United States, and several countries of the European Union
(50, 51).

Overall, IDDEAS proposes an approach to CDSS design
and implementation that not only utilizes the local available
resources but also builds off of previously-established challenges
and limitations of CDSS uptake and use in other settings, to try
to avoid past shortcomings while adapting the approach to meet
the local CAMHS.

DISCUSSION

CDSS implementation in CAMHS has the potential to improve
the quality of care and clinical outcomes for patients. The
complexity of child and adolescentmental health requires a CDSS
design that approaches treatment as a long-term, highly complex
process. The optimal approach will encourage collaboration
among stakeholders, involving their perspectives and knowledge
as part of the foundation for the decision-making processes, while
ensuring the patient receives appropriate, individualized care.
The proposed IDDEAS in Norway offers helpful means to use
innovative technology to improve CAMHS. While IDDEAS is
first proposed for Norway, the project intends to test the CDSS
within Scandinavia and Europe. A CDSS for child and adolescent
mental health, designed and implemented based on established
evidence, and using the LEaP approach, can result in improving
the quality of services and the health of patients.
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Introduction: Child and adolescent mental health services (CAMHS) clinical
decision support system (CDSS) provides clinicians with real-time support as they
assess and treat patients. CDSS can integrate diverse clinical data for identifying
child and adolescent mental health needs earlier and more comprehensively.
Individualized Digital Decision Assist System (IDDEAS) has the potential to improve
quality of care with enhanced efficiency and effectiveness.

Methods: We examined IDDEAS usability and functionality in a prototype for
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), using a user-centered design
process and qualitative methods with child and adolescent psychiatrists and
clinical psychologists. Participants were recruited from Norwegian CAMHS and
were randomly assigned patient case vignettes for clinical evaluation, with and
without IDDEAS. Semi-structured interviews were conducted as one part of
testing the usability of the prototype following a five-question interview guide.
All interviews were recorded, transcribed, and analyzed following qualitative
content analysis.

Results: Participants were the first 20 individuals from the larger IDDEAS
prototype usability study. Seven participants explicitly stated a need for integration
with the patient electronic health record system. Three participants commended
the step-by-step guidance as potentially helpful for novice clinicians. One
participant did not like the aesthetics of the IDDEAS at this stage. All participants
were pleased about the display of the patient information along with guidelines
and suggested that wider guideline coverage will make IDDEAS much more
useful. Overall, participants emphasized the importance of maintaining the
clinician as the decision-maker in the clinical process, and the overall potential
utility of IDDEAS within Norwegian CAMHS.
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Conclusion: Child and adolescent mental health services psychiatrists and
psychologists expressed strong support for the IDDEAS clinical decision support
system if better integrated in daily workflow. Further usability assessments
and identification of additional IDDEAS requirements are necessary. A fully
functioning, integrated version of IDDEAS has the potential to be an important
support for clinicians in the early identification of risks for youth mental
disorders and contribute to improved assessment and treatment of children
and adolescents.

KEYWORDS

clinical decision support system (CDSS), child and adolescent mental health services
(CAMHS), children and adolescents, attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
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Introduction

Mental health is a key component of overall health. Mental
disorders are amongst the most common and debilitating clinical
challenges. For example, depression is one of the leading causes
of disability worldwide (1). Furthermore, following the first year
of the COVID-19 pandemic, the global prevalence of depression
and anxiety increased by 25% (1). While all people are susceptible
to developing mental health problems, children and teenagers
are most vulnerable, with 75% of all life-time mental disorders
having their onset in childhood and adolescence (2, 3). In addition,
environmental factors are more likely to negatively impact the
developing brain, increasing the risk for mental disorders in youth
and children (1, 4). Despite this, access to and availability of timely
CAMHS is limited (4). Without appropriate early interventions,
children and adolescent mental health symptoms can evolve into
potentially lifelong mental disorders, yet 70% of those experiencing
mental health problems go without receiving appropriate care (1,
4–6). As part of routine health care, children and adolescents
should, but rarely do, receive early assessments for risks associated
with mental disorders (7, 8). Detecting and managing these risks
as early as possible can help to reduce costs of services as well as
societal costs, and ultimately, help alleviate the high demand for
more complex treatment services (8, 9).

CAMHS expansion requires not only redistributed health
budgets to allocate a greater share of funding toward mental
health, but also investment in additional technological resources
and mental health informatics (1, 4). Telepsychiatry or virtual
reality (VR) exposure therapy exercises, for example, have proven
to be e�ective mental health care (10, 11). Other health information
technologies (HIT), such as clinical decision support systems
(CDSSs), may have even more potential for service enhancement
(12, 13). A CDSS is a tool designed to improve healthcare
delivery by enhancing precision and timeliness of medical decisions
through provision of support based on targeted clinical knowledge
and patient health information (14). CDSSs are designed for
various specific purposes, such as risk identification, diagnostics,
and prescription management support (9, 12, 14). They can be
developed to provide support with the use of clinical practice
guidelines, as well as employing artificial intelligence (AI) to map

aggregated patient health record data, commonly referred to as “big
data” (11, 15, 16). Big data analytics and mental health informatics
using AI can provide evidence from multiple sources to allow
for an aggregation of knowledge, account for multifaceted patient
situations, and gain important insights for future approaches to
care (16, 17).

Because of the challenge in juxtaposing normative clinical
guidelines, with empirical evidence in the form of care patterns,
developing a CDSS requires collaborative, multi-disciplinary
e�orts to ensure a cohesive balance between the technological
innovation and the clinical workflow (12, 18, 19). Human computer
interaction (HCI) and user-centered design (UCD) methods allow
for simulated experimental and observational approaches that
provide valuable insight into user workflow and clinician problem-
solving needs. This process informs development, based on close
collaborations with the end-users throughout innovation and
research (13, 20–22).

Clinical decision support systems have found some significant
success in general medicine and adult mental health but have yet
to be adequately developed and implemented to CAMHS (18, 23,
24). The development of a CDSS for CAMHS faces systematic
obstacles, including the lack of coordination amongst services and
the limited accessibility of patient health data records used to
develop a CDSS for CAMHS (25). While standardized clinical
practice guidelines can be easily modeled for inclusion in a CDSS
as part of an electronic health record (EHR) platform, providing
decision support based on local practice patterns embedded in
aggregated patient data can be challenging, as it requires access to
hybrid and multi-source clinical data with approval from ethical
committees and adherence to data protection regulations (i.e.,
General Data Protection Regulations-GDPR) alike (11, 14, 16, 20).
Despite the challenges, the integration of health data has continued
to exhibit potential for improving healthcare services (16).

Continued digital development, utilizing previously collected
patient health data, has the potential to provide innovative
solutions to acknowledge limitations within health services (4).
With the digitalization of health services across specializations,
integration of additional information and data from other
information systems, could provide clinicians with transparent and
holistic insight into a patient’s current needs (14, 16). Exploiting all
possibilities of digital solutions within a CDSS, not only limited to
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patient health information from the EHR system but additionally
encompassing digital case notes and hospital information systems,
could provide a more e�cient way to address the dynamics
involved within CAMHS (11).

In Norway, the Individualized Digital Decision Assist System
(IDDEAS) will be the first CDSS in CAMHS that uses both “big
data” analytics and standardized clinical guidelines. Norwegian
CAMHS are facing substantial increasing demand amidst the
COVID-19 pandemic, like elsewhere in the world (26, 27). In
2021, almost 65,000 Norwegian children and adolescents received
mental health care – a 14% increase from the previous year
(26). Furthermore, over the course of the year nearly 36,000
referrals for mental health care have been reported for children
and young people (26). The Norwegian National Association of
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (N-BUP), established
in 1958, has historically been responsible for providing a basis
to connect all CAMHS in Norway and continuing to promote
coordination and sharing knowledge amongst CAMHS (28).
While N-BUP actively helps to facilitate the dissemination and
sharing of important CAMHS information through research and
management conferences annually, there is still invaluable CAMHS
knowledge that has yet to be utilized- previously collected CAMHS
individual patient EHR data (i.e., BUP-data) (29). The previously
established EHR system of BUP-data was the first of its kind in
Norway to be able to provide data comparisons on an individual
patient basis (29). While the EHR system has been replaced,
utilizing the knowledge acquired within BUP-data, in combination
with standardized clinical practice guidelines, has the potential
to provide Norwegian CAMHS with additional support to meet
the mental health needs of children and adolescents (30). Upon
receiving access to this invaluable resource, with support from
N-BUP, and in close collaboration with its’ clinicians, the IDDEAS
project is developing and researching a CDSS to provide clinicians
in Norwegian CAMHS with real-time decision support, in part by
BUP-data, but also with standardized clinical guidelines, including
DSM-5 and ICD-10 (11).

The IDDEAS prototype is in the process of formative usability
testing, including this qualitative study. This study aimed to
understand CAMHS clinicians’ overall perceptions of IDDEAS
prototype usability while also examining potential barriers to
implementation and specific needs to be met in the development of
the CDSS. The objectives of this study were to 1) explore clinicians
decision-making processes; 2) investigate the perceived usability
and functionality of the IDDEAS prototype; and 3) identify the
user-perspectives on IDDEAS, to inform continued development
and feasibility within Norwegian CAMHS.

Materials and methods

Study design

This is a mixed-methods study to evaluate IDDEAS, a
decision support system for diagnosis and treatment of children
and adolescents in Norwegian CAMHS. The IDDEAS project is
organized into the following stages: (1) The Assessment of Needs
and Preparation of IDDEAS; (2) The Development of the IDDEAS
CDSS model; (3) The Evaluation of the IDDEAS CDSS; and (4)
Implementation and Dissemination (see Figure 1). This qualitative

study reports on the interviews conducted as one component of the
usability evaluation of the first IDDEAS prototype (11).

This evaluation process utilizes user-centered design (UCD)
methods, with the testing of the CDSS conducted in phases of
developmental iterations. The UCD methods include formative
usability sessions (12, 31), cognitive walk-through/think-aloud
procedures (5, 32), iterative development with end-users, and
utilization of both qualitative and quantitative methods of inquiry
(31, 33). As part of UCD, the iterative development of the CDSS
involves continuous collaboration with CAMHS clinicians. The
specific methods and the development plan are detailed in the
IDDEAS project protocol (11). The present study serves as the
first usability test, using UCD methods to investigate Norwegian
CAMHS clinicians’ perceptions of the usability, utility, and overall
functionality of the IDDEAS prototype.

IDDEAS prototype

The IDDEAS prototype allows for exploration of the ability
of IDDEAS guidelines to provide decision support for diagnosis
and treatment of attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD) (see Figure 2). ADHD is a neurodevelopmental disorder
characterized by inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity,
ultimately causing impaired functioning for the individual (9).
The IDDEAS prototype at this stage uses ADHD as the first
clinical model paradigm. Preparation of IDDEAS includes the
validation of the clinical materials and the user-interface. The
IDDEAS guidelines were previously validated by the IDDEAS
clinical research team using the DSM-5 and ICD-10 criteria.
Focus groups were used to pre-test content prior to the IDDEAS
prototype evaluation.

Each IDDEAS prototype evaluation session included having
a clinician participant complete a concurrent, cognitive walk
through/think-aloud procedure, as they critically appraised
hypothetical patient case scenarios developed from real cases
within CAMHS. A total of 20 patient case scenarios were
collaboratively designed and validated by the IDDEAS team
(BL, NS, RK). Out of the 20 possible cases, each participant
was randomly assigned four to assess, two of which were to be
assessed while using the IDDEAS prototype (ADHD modeled
guidelines) and two without. Use of IDDEAS was similarly
randomly assigned. Throughout the assessment of the four cases,
participants were asked to follow a think-aloud procedure and
provide a concurrent walk through of the clinical procedure
they would follow if the patients were real. They were also asked
to provide additional patient information they perceived to be
potentially necessary to complete their clinical assessment. Finally,
participants were asked to provide their overall perceptions
of the IDDEAS prototype and its usability, functionality, and
potential utility.

Setting and sampling

The participants (n = 20) were those who first participated
from the larger cohort evaluation of the IDDEAS prototype (11).
We (CC) directly contacted all potential participants who had
been recommended by N-BUP board members and those from
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FIGURE 1

Individualized Digital Decision Assist System (IDDEAS) project study design overview.

FIGURE 2

Individualized Digital Decision Assist System prototype software screenshot.

a random list of service providers. To promote privacy and
confidentiality, an invitation email with background information
about the IDDEAS team and consortium, as well as the project’s
scope and aims, was sent to each potential participant. We (CC)
met with each participant prior to the evaluation session in
order to go through the proposed study procedure, as well as to
provide participants with an opportunity to get acquainted and ask
any potential remaining questions. Upon agreeing to participate
in the study, each participant created their own profile on the
IDDEAS portal and in accordance with the Norwegian Centre for
Research Data (NSD) protocol, completed the informed consent
process. Initial focus group discussions and pre-testing sessions
were conducted beginning in March 2020, with the interviews
taking place until Spring 2022.

Research instrument

A semi-structured interview guide with five questions was
developed collaboratively by the IDDEAS team, based on the
specific research question and the overall objectives of the IDDEAS
project. The interview guide was created following the Mayring
qualitative content analysis (QCA) approach (34) and is similar
to those implemented by Schaaf et al. (12) and Baysari et al. (30).
The final interview guide was confirmed by the IDDEAS team
and translated, making it available in both English and Norwegian
(see SupplementaryAppendix 1).We (CC) conducted preliminary
internal testing with members of the IDDEAS team. After the
internal testing, a small focus group interview was held with
four Norwegian CAMHS psychologists and psychiatrists who all
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FIGURE 3

Qualitative content analysis applied main categories and subcategories.

met the inclusion criteria for the qualitative study. Participants
were deemed eligible for inclusion if they were either a child and
adolescent psychiatrist or psychologist. All potential participants
who did not meet the inclusion criteria were excluded. Study
participants were given the option to choose to complete their
interview in English or Norwegian.

Data collection

The interviews took place at the end of the IDDEAS
prototype usability evaluation sessions. The study was conducted
following UCD methodology and standardized criteria for
qualitative research, including the consolidated criteria for
reporting qualitative research (COREQ) and the Standards for
Reporting Qualitative Research (SRQR) (35). The first author (CC)
was responsible for interviewing the participants. The research
question, interview guide, and qualitative data categorization
system were all developed by CC and verified by the IDDEAS team.

After completion of informed consent and establishing a
profile with the IDDEAS portal,1 participants were invited to

1 www.IDDEAS.no/

meet with CC, either in person or online. Due to COVID-19
meeting regulations and safety requirements, all invitations sent
out were via the Microsoft Teams online platform. All interviews
were recorded and transcribed, word-for-word. All interviews
were conducted directly following the completion of the IDDEAS
prototype assessment’s case appraisal procedure. All interviews
took place within one session and no interviews were repeated
or redone. All transcripts were saved within a secure, password
protected zip file and stored on the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (NTNU) secure server in preparation
for data analysis. No personal or sensitive data was included in
accordance with the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD)
protocol requirements and research data management permission
granted (reference code: 100166).

Data analysis

In line with QCA methods, a category system and coding
rules were developed for the qualitative data analysis. The
system was based on the research question and the study’s
objectives, with the specific categories developed to determine
which textual passages to take into consideration. Following an
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inductive category development procedure, the categories are
tentative and deduced step-by-step, as applicable. The proposed
categories were presented to the IDDEAS team members for
theoretical structure verification prior to application to data
material and formative/summative checks of reliability. Theoretical
based definitions, examples of applicable text passages, and
coding rules for each category, were collated within a coding
agenda (36). As suggested by Mayring (34, 37), falling within
the range of 10–50%, 35% of the transcribed material was
checked with the preliminary categories and assessed for adequate
representation of theoretical foundation and encompassing the
text content. The proposed categories and the coding agenda
were presented to the IDDEAS team and underwent revision
before completing data analysis. The categories were revised
from three main categories and 12 subcategories in Version 1
to a total of 11 subcategories in Version 2 (see Supplementary
Appendix 2 for more details). The final category system
consisted of three main categories and eleven subcategories (see
Figure 3).

All text passages from the interview transcripts were extracted
and organized following the deductive category application model
(34). The content-analytical coding rules were followed, to keep
the process of category application as controlled as possible
and to determine the most appropriate category. If there was
a text passage that could not be assigned to a category, this
was discussed with the IDDEAS team. After assigning all text
passages to categories, all included within each category were
then summarized and an example quotation was extracted for
representation of the content. The extracted quotations that
best represented the content of the category were chosen to
represent the main findings. Any quotations in Norwegian were
translated to English.

Results

Participants

The participants represent ten CAMHS clinics. Most
participants identified as men (n = 11) with the rest identifying
as women (n = 9). Fourteen were CAMHS psychologists, while 6
were CAMHS psychiatrists. The participants had varied experience
working in CAMHS: no participants worked in CAMHS for
less than 6 months, one participant had worked in CAMHS for
6–12 months; two participants worked in CAMHS for 1–4 years,
and 17 reported to have worked in CAMHS for 4 years or more.
The IDDEAS prototype evaluation session duration ranged from
3002000 to 9305100 with the 5-question interview mean duration of
604500 ranging from 101500 to 1103400.

Main results by category

The following sections present the results organized by the
deductive QCA categories. We provide example comments from
each category. Three main categories were extracted: (1) Patient
information, (2) Software Functionality, (3) Usability and Overall
Experience (see Figure 3).

Category 1: Patient information

Patient information and referral information
required

Most of the participants reported concern about insu�cient
patient information available during the evaluation session.
Participants who raised this issue acknowledged that they
understood that the evaluation procedure was to intentionally
include hypothetical patient case scenarios with limited clinical
data, as well as the limited ability to engage with the IDDEAS
prototype at this stage in its development. One participant noted:

“[. . .] well, I thought with very limited patient information it
makes it a little more di�cult. But in real life setting I think it
is a valuable clinical tool.”

Participants shared that insu�cient patient information made
it di�cult to arrive at one diagnosis and indicated a need for more
information in order to adequately utilize suggestions. Participants
acknowledged they were missing important information, such as
what is currently established about the patient, and the ability for
the information to be adjusted accordingly to keep up to date. One
participant said:

“I think it could be clearer what is missing and why does the
patient not fulfill ADHD criteria so that I can think critically
about it and whether there is something that I missed. To have
that structured at the end when I’m finished [. . .] because these
symptoms are missing, for instance. So, if I am a bit unsure I can
think about it.”

Finally, it was not easy for participants to speculate how it
would be to use the system in the future to input their own patient
information changes or adapt to changes in patient data between
sessions. It was stated that decision support could be very useful
when additional referral information is available and, for junior
colleagues, guidance on how to find missing information could be
beneficial. One participant o�ered the following suggestion:

“I guess a good thing would be if it was a patient I knew but
then a question I didn’t know and it’d say I have to get this later
and then the score would tell me something based on that- where
you have the ability to get a score with the “provisional score” or
notifying you that you haven’t answered all of them yet.”

Symptom history and services received
All participants found it important to have information about

the patient’s previous symptoms, the diagnostic/treatment history,
and any previous services. Participants commonly explained that
there was often insu�cient information available on the family
context and the relationship with parents. For the clinicians to feel
they can adequately assess the current patient information, there
is a need for thorough presentation of patient history and any
collaborative services accessed that inform the patient’s assessment.
Multiple participants explained the importance of always having
multiple hypotheses for patients, without knowing all services
received already. More specifically, participants noted that while
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there may be patient symptom history available, information
from additional services involved in the care was not adequately
presented. For example:

“[. . .] while there was a lot of information about the single
individual, there was less about the context of the family [. . .]
so I feel like having more of the child’s contacts, as student, etc.”

Electronic health record information presentation
All participants reacted positively to the presentation of the

patient information directly adjacent to the guideline support.
Participants noted the importance of being able to navigate between
the guidelines and the patient information seamlessly, and being
able to track location in the guideline, while maintaining access
to patient information visible on the other side of the screen. One
participant explained:

“If it was something I thought I knew but when I read it again, I
don’t actually know it. So, it is very helpful to have those things
next to each other and be reminded of specific criteria so you can
systematically see where you are at (for the patient). So, I liked
that.”

Participants noted that not only is displaying the patient
information and criteria side-by-side advantageous, but it could be
potentially important to have the patient EHR data integrated with
the decision support in the future. For example:

“[. . .] if I have a patient, should I then write in all of the
symptoms or the case? The intention will be that you will have the
EHR and they will be within (integrated)? Youmight be receiving
alerts, etc. I think it would be very good to receive reminders.”

Category 2: Software functionality and
content

Validity of content for CAMHS
Participants’ perceptions of the IDDEAS prototype

functionality varied. Some participants had problems interpreting
guideline content; they did not like the phrasing and found
instructions di�cult to understand. Some participants questioned
future functionality of IDDEAS with the prototype guidelines
requiring the participants to click through all guidelines support
materials, regardless of whether they might need to review
that specific information or not. For example, one participant
stated:

“[. . .] I think point 2 is obvious, point three as well actually [. . .]
and point 4 as well, I guess. The only point that might be helpful
is point 1.”

While this participant was one who seemed hesitant about
the need for providing guideline support throughout the clinical
process, others spoke highly of the fact that the IDDEAS ADHD
guidelines were detailed and encompassed all components of

standardized guidelines. Overall, most participants were pleased
to be provided with guideline support that matched what they
would instinctively do in their current practice and took comfort
in knowing it would be available as novice clinicians might need
explicit step-by-step guideline support through their assessment. As
one clinician explained:

“[. . .] I see the diagnostic criteria and I am quite fast/or it quickly
is matching with my expectations for what this is. So, I would be
more concerned or more skeptical if it was a mismatch with my
clinical experience or my knowing of what ADHD criteria are.
So, it is logic in that sense.”

With another participant explaining the potential benefits for
novice clinicians by stating:

“I think IDDEAS is a tool that could be very useful, I think.
Especially for young clinicians, [who are] not very experienced
and having a system that you click and go further and see those
symptoms, the criteria are there and then it helps in a decision
making.”

Aesthetic and design of user interface
In terms of the aesthetics and design of the IDDEAS prototype,

all but one participant found the prototype to be adequate. These
participants reported that the text was easy to read, and the
guidelines were easy to use. The participant who did not find
the aesthetics and design to be adequate noted that the IDDEAS
prototype was not aesthetically pleasing due to being too much
like a webpage. Most participants emphasized the simplicity as a
positive design element. One participant stated:

“It was neutral. It just felt neutral. And that is alright because I
don’t think it needs to be a visually stimulating experience. But
it’s good that there are not many distractions, it is good that it
quite clear and clean in a way.”

Approach to support layout
Several clinicians reported trouble with the decision tree

guideline format which requires “Yes” or “No” responses when
criteria are met, or not. “I do not know” option was also voiced,
as illustrated by a statement bellow.

“I missed the “I don’t know” button, but except for that it was
really clean.”

Another participant explained further:

“[. . .] when I work in a field where the children’s situations are
so complicated, I don’t really want to be guided to a yes or no this
early in the process. So, there was something there that I didn’t
like so much.”

However, most felt positive about the decision tree as it helped
them structure their thought process and identify components of
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the guideline support that they liked and other aspects that could
be changed for the next IDDEAS version. Participants found that
the guideline decision support layout, in step-by-step, informative
guideline criteria boxes, helped to structure the clinical assessment
process:

“I liked how, or realized that the further I went, it helped me
to organize in a sense, instead of just blurting out everything I
thought, it was more structural in a sense [. . .]”

While this participant found the guideline-based support
helped structure their e�orts, they also noted that this layout could
also negatively impact their work, if they were unable to track
their progress in applying the guidelines; they feared losing track
of progress if they closed one guideline box.

Participants also mentioned a significant concern about their
inability to move directly to guideline criteria to allow for
investigating di�erential diagnoses (i.e., investigate inattention
criteria met instead of assessing for hyperactivity) rather than
going through the entire ADHD guideline following along with the
predetermined sequence of the guideline decision support boxes
provided, one-at-a-time. Participants were also clear about the need
to expand clinical guidelines beyond ADHD in order to address
comorbidities and appropriately address symptoms commonly
displayed across multiple disorders. This issue also suggested the
need to have multiple guidelines and criteria available to allow
for navigation from general to specific components of diagnostic
criteria. One clinician explained:

“One thing I would like is access to all of the guidelines, whenever
I want. Because what is going on inmymind is several hypotheses
at the same time, and that is what I am appointed and educated
to do, a di�erential diagnostic assessment. . .”

Category 3: Usability and overall
experience

Satisfaction
Most participants indicated that they were not entirely clear

about the potential usefulness and helpfulness of limited (to ADHD
only) IDDEAS. However, most were hopeful and intrigued by
IDDEAS and were interested in its potential even though the
prototype had limited utility, as they could not use it in an
interaction with “real patient” information.

Despite limitations of the current prototype, it was judged to be
easy to use and participants were interested in seeing the ongoing
developments. It seemed clear to all that IDDEAS’ usefulness will
increase with the expansion of the diagnostic decision tree and
the ability to see whether patient symptoms lie along a threshold.
A participant stated that they liked the tool because it helped them
to structure their thoughts about the diagnosis. One participant
reflected on the ease of use and user-friendliness specifically:

“It was very user friendly, actually. It was very intuitive and very
easy [. . ..] you know normally I wouldn’t really think too much

about such things and that’s probably a good thing, which means
then it was probably fairly easy to move around inside. . .] I think
it was decent.”

Learnability
Learnability in this context refers to the ability to learn how

to use the IDDEAS prototype. There were mixed thoughts about
the “learnability” of IDDEAS. Participants noted that IDDEAS
is intuitive, and there is potential for improved ease of use and
helpfulness based on the positive degree of learnability. While
some reported initial challenges, it did not take too much time
to understand how to go through the system. One clinician
explained that they would enjoy learning how to interact with
the system in the future, over the current approach to clinical
care:

“I think it was very useful. Like I can see myself finding it more
fun to do these evaluations, like it reminded me kind of some
sort of game or it’s more pleasing to just look up in the EHR
platform and papers and ICD manuals and stu�, if you know
what I mean.”

There were some barriers to the learnability of IDDEAS due
to the user interface. More specifically, some participants specified
that they found it di�cult to use and interpret the prompts. One
participant explained:

“[. . .] it was kind of easy to follow where you should be looking,
with the exception of the red and green (buttons) [. . .]”

Another elaborated further, to explain:

“[. . .] Sometimes it can be like, okay there is a window there and
there, and where do I start or what is most important to read
first? [. . .] But I know that a lot of people that I work with are
maybe kind of “tech hard” so having a very simple button with
“start with this” because we have so many things to think about
all the time and other distractions.”

Some participants explained that when there was too much
going on within the layout of the interface, it can be challenging.
Participants suggested that adjusting the symbols indicating where
to click and the wording used in the notifications could make it
easier to learn. One stated:

“There was something that I had to click back and the X symbol,
so (indicating) now quitting everything and then nothing back
saying “leaving” or things are saved. The wording or the icons
need to make it clear that okay I’ve completed this now [. . .]”

Efficiency
The e�ciency of using the IDDEAS prototype was discussed

both in terms of the current approaches to guideline provision and
the potential improvement with developments. Participants found
it hard to assess the e�ciency of IDDEAS at this time, largely due
to the limited capacity of the prototype. Participants discussed that
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without seeing the entire program, it is di�cult to fully appreciate
the actual potential for IDDEAS and its contribution to practice
e�ciency and quality improvement.

One participant noted that they found it di�cult to
determine IDDEAS to be usable and useful at this stage
due to the phrasing of the alerts in guideline boxes causing
some delay. For example, understanding the intention of the
“decline/accept recommendation” support message provided
within the guideline and becoming acquainted with what
exactly this was prompting them to do throughout their patient
assessment procedure. Additionally noted was the requirement
to click through each guideline support box and all criteria
included within the ADHD guideline, negatively impacting
the e�ciency of their clinical procedure. One participant
explained:

“So my mindset is more on speed and e�ciency, and this is slow.
It is slowing me down [. . .] and this is more like reading a book,
so it is maybe actually more e�cient to use the real book.”

Memorability
Memorability in this study refers to the ability of the user to

remember the task at hand and the components involved in the
procedure. Overall, participants spoke positively of the ability to
follow the workflow to assess a patient while using the IDDEAS,
even though this may be perceived di�erently from clinician to
clinician, particularly based on their experience. One participant
explained:

“I see especially with new psychologists that I have to make them
okay with not knowing all the time and to be curious or uncertain
and IDDEAS can help with this by widening the focus at the
beginning and then narrowing it down as you go.”

Errors
Participants reported at times having encountered errors with

the guideline support (i.e., “Not Supported” message displayed
upon acceptance of a recommendation) and the navigation
buttons (i.e., inability to close one guideline box without
exiting entirety). Additionally, participants specifically discussed
encountering glitches with the system generating repeat guideline
boxes, the inability to access specific criteria when clicking yes in
response to prompt suggestion, or falsely notifying the participant
that the guideline is over when they have selected to reject
the recommendation and continue their assessment. Participants
specified that the errors encountered with the prototypemade them
find it less usable and appropriate at this stage of development. One
participant explained in reference to the inability to access more of
the guideline upon declining the guideline recommendation:

“Going into the project, I am probably on the side of being
a little bit skeptical already based on the diagnostic system is
trending toward categorical systems regarding children’s health
and functioning, so I am probably a little bit di�cult to convince
regarding the usefulness of such a system. . .”

On the other hand, another clinician stated simply in reference
to a glitch encountered:

“Okay besides the glitch [repeated guideline support box] if this
is refined it could be very interesting tool, absolutely.”

Discussion

This study represents the first phase in the development
of the IDDEAS CDSS. It is a qualitive study of how CAMHS
clinicians perceived the usability of the IDDEAS prototype. As
IDDEAS is developed iteratively and in collaboration with the
end-users, revisions and adaptations are expected. This qualitative
study provides valuable initial information about the usability
of IDDEAS, while also identifying needs based on input from
potential end-users, CAMHS clinicians.

Our study suggests that the first IDDEAS CDSS prototype
needs to be adapted and adjusted to be perceived as usable and
helpful. However, more importantly, there is a consensus amongst
stakeholders that there is great potential for its usefulness with
further development, as well as an eagerness for engagement in
helping to inform the future development of the IDDEAS CDSS.

Clinicians were able to use the simulated explorative procedure
to evaluate the usability of the IDDEAS prototype, and the potential
for useful and helpful future versions of IDDEAS. Our experimental
procedures allowed the clinicians to reflect on IDDEAS and suggest
what could be better or di�erent. While there was limited patient
information and an inability to interact with a fully formed CDSS,
the study allowed for us to learn about clinicians’ preferences
with respect to what they need and do not need from the CDSS
in CAMHS and EHR integration (38). Similarly, other CDSS
development studies that have used hypothetical case scenarios
found similar limitations dependent upon the state of the CDSS
prototype but still identified important takeaways for the systems
further development, including close integration of the patient
information from the EHR (31). The main consensus elicited from
our findings was the importance of quickly being able to identify
patient information that is missing at the time of assessment.
In this case, clinicians specified that with growing demand for
services it is important to be able to e�ciently determine whether
a patient referral to CAMHS might be rejected or accepted.
Furthermore, with global pandemics seemingly becoming a global
societal norm, improved timeliness, and overall e�ciency of
the provision of care within CAMHS could potentially greatly
benefit from further incorporation of well tested and validated
HIT, such as a CDSS, as long as it is developed in accordance
with end user needs.

Based on our findings, a guideline-based decision support
system was helpful, but it needs to be able to provide clinicians with
customized suggestions as to which clinical guidelines to reference,
based on changes in the patient’s health status as well as services
previously accessed. Interacting with the guideline-based support
provided clinicians an opportunity to reflect on what they feel is
lacking in the platforms currently used in CAMHS and speculate
how IDDEAS could help to meet these needs in the future. It
is also important to acknowledge that the guideline functionality
serves as only one component of the overall functionality of
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TABLE 1 Individualized Digital Decision Assist System (IDDEAS) prototype attributes: Perceived strengths and limitations.

Attribute Perceived strength Perceived limitation Proposed development

The “accept
recommendation”
guideline support box

Shows the clinician that they are still in charge Can be unclear for some clinicians how
recommendation comes about

Show summary confirmation of what the clinician selected
and optional box for where recommendation came from

“Criteria not fulfilled”
notification guideline
support box

Allows for the clinician to see what they know
and what they do not know

Can be unclear based on phrasing of
information in box

Provide notification for recommendation with evidence
optional to access (BUP-data statistics-
regional/department examples); simplify wording and
appearance to be clear

Structured layout of
guideline support boxes

Provides clinician with reminders for the
important information to acquire within the
assessment steps and following the structured
diagnostic process ensuring reliable and
standardized diagnostic procedure

Inability to navigate through the guideline
outside of the step-by-step structured
support boxes and change the order of
assessment, when necessary, given the
specific patient context

Provide option to click through guideline boxes to see
criteria without selecting- ability to access all guideline
boxes regardless of recommendation; display score of
fulfilled criteria to show current suggestion for diagnosis,
maintains control for clinician yet clear support

Visual display and
aesthetics of user
interface

Simple and minimalistic is good, not
distracting

Webpage layout and not intuitive of how
to navigate

Keep simple and minimalistic but also modern to help with
engagement; provide navigation labels to allow for
clinicians to explore how to navigate interface/use support

“Decision tree” style
provision of decision
support

Helped to organize structure of thought
process and to keep track of decision making
in line with the diagnostic criteria

Can feel like support is forcing a decision
to be made with only yes or no option;
does not fully reflect complexity of patient
situations in CAMHS

Including a “I do not know” option so marked items will
accumulate into box with summary of missing information
to be able to e�ciently acknowledge what is not known; use
the diagnostic tree where you could look at symptoms
falling above or below threshold for assessing the diagnosis

Accessibility of specific
guideline criteria within
guidelines

Can scroll through previously accessed
guideline components

Limited guideline capacity to show all
components until navigated through tree

Should provide option for going back/forward into the
guideline specifics; if missing information should be able to
look up where guideline provides support for criteria

Display of guideline
support on user-
interface next to patient
information

Providing guideline support side by side with
patient information could improve e�ciency
of clinical care; more quickly acknowledged
what was needed because of accessibility

Decision support is available next to
patient information but not connected so
cannot interact with guideline and save
any previously noted criteria met by
patient

Future design of system should be able to have guideline
support integrated with the patient to provide alerts relative
to patients’ health information; ability to update criteria in
between sessions and adjusts decision support provided to
improve e�ciency and overall coordination of services

the CDSS. The “decision tree” formatting might not optimally
serve all clinicians, despite the formatting of the IDDEAS user
interface and overall functionality design of the platform that
could provide non-linear-based support for dynamic clinical care.
In accordance with the need for improved coordination among
services involved in CAMHS (4, 25), the IDDEAS project follows
the Local Early Appropriate and Precise (LEAP) model (39). Our
results rea�rm that as CAMHS in Norway depend on information
coming from other services (i.e., educational and psychological
counseling service, and the primary care provider), it is important
to ensure the available patient information not only covers their
current health status but also any previous care received from other
social, school and health services (39, 40). This close collaboration
provides the opportunity for customized guideline suggestions
and availability of information about involved services, while also
allowing early identification of risks. Early risk identification is
a critical component of CAMHS to prevent the onset of mental
health disorders (9).

Individualized Digital Decision Assist System development
will continue to work toward full EHR integration, to keep
collaborative e�orts in CAMHS coordinated and ultimately to help
to provide clinicians with accurate, e�cient, and early clinical
decision support through e�cient and early identification of
risks and provision of early intervention. With direct integration
with the EHR, it will be possible to examine the potential for
identifying previously addressed symptoms, while also identifying
potential comorbidities by flagging relevant overlaps across
multiple guidelines (5). An integrated CDSS potentially provides

specific, adapted suggestions relevant to the care of an individual
patient, thus allowing the clinician to determine the extent to which
they need to review other materials.

Maintaining this autonomy for the clinicians in CAMHS,
allowing for them to be the decision-makers, is important for the
acceptance and utility of future IDDEAS versions. As found by
Kortteisto et al. (22) for the end-users to find a CDSS useful, they
need to first trust it. As reported by Sutton et al. (13), diagnostic
support based on patient data can be an advantage while also prove
potentially harmful if users’ distrust what is provided by the CDSS.
Graphical displays of statistics, access to scientific literature, and
references to local EHR patient data patterns were all mentioned
as examples of potential future design factors that help reassure
clinicians of the CDSS trustworthiness while keeping the clinician
as the main decision-maker (40).

The inclusion of support based on BUP-data is important to
the clinicians as the end-users but is also important to service users
(41). Service users in Norway want to be more involved in their
care, including understanding the components of services received
and sharing their data for the improvement of overall services
(41). In general, clinicians want transparent presentations of EHR
data that informs the decision support and recommendations
provided for all stakeholders involved, making it more likely that
stakeholders will trust and use the CDSS (21).

The results suggest that several attributes of the IDDEAS
prototype should be addressed in the next version of IDDEAS
(see Table 1). For the development of IDDEAS following UCD
methods and an overall iterative approach (11, 30), we expect
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continued identification of usability barriers and limitations to the
design of IDDEAS, as seen commonly in other CDSS development
studies (25, 38, 42, 43). For example, as similarly found by Baysari
et al. (30) or Giordanengo et al. (43), it is important to design
the system from the perspective of the end-user and finding
overall improved perceptions of the system usability with the well-
integrated EHR (44). The formative usability iterations underlying
the design of IDDEAS promotes the ability to adjust as needed
to meet the local coordinated CAMHS requirements, such as the
provision of data-based recommendations from close integration
with the patient EHR in the future. While there were several
propositions for how to overcome the currently limiting attributes
of the IDDEAS prototype, it will be important to also assess the
identified barriers of the next prototype and provide a comparison
to be able to understand the usability and potential utility of
IDDEAS.

Strengths and limitations

There are multiple strengths and limitations of this study.
First, there is a potential for bias. As participants were
recruited by convenience sampling, this potentially attracted
clinicians who may be already interested in innovation and
potentially more comfortable interacting with technological
solutions. While the focus of the study was to identify the
CAMHS clinicians’ perceptions of the IDDEAS prototype, it was
a limitation that patients and their families were not involved
as well (9, 25). Furthermore, as this is one component of a
larger study within a multiple part project, the generalizability
of our findings is limited. However, our sample size is in
accordance with qualitative methodology standards and allows
for un-saturated qualitative data and provides development
information that will be used to design and execute larger
scale IDDEAS usability studies. Additionally, the materials used
in addition to the IDDEAS prototype (i.e., patient cases) also
proved to have relative limitations, potentially deterring from
the ability to assess the usability of the system attributes.
However, as seen with other CDSS development studies following
UCD designs, the patient cases provide a base for early on
prototype testing and thus were intentionally designed to illicit
important information for future research and help to identify
current clinical needs.

Despite these limitations, there were strengths to the study as
well. It was a strength to have the opportunity to work closely
with the child and adolescent psychiatrists and psychologists
who will ultimately be IDDEAS end-users. With the help and
support from N-BUP we were able to recruit participants from
multiple regions of Norway to help inform our continued
development of IDDEAS. Furthermore, as participants were
not provided with access to the IDDEAS platform prior to
the usability evaluation and interviews, the study provides
an authentic overview of the overall perceived usability, and
specifically the learnability of IDDEAS at this stage. Our future
research e�orts will include iterations designated for service
users testing and assessment of needs for optimal IDDEAS
development. Despite qualitative research being highly dependent
upon subjective interpretations and the relative competence of

both the researcher and interviewee (12, 13), the combination
of inductive and deductive qualitative categories within the
QCA was found to be in line with findings from other
studies (13). The use of COREQ and SRSS allowed for us
to minimize possible bias and ensure adherence to previously
validated qualitative standards. The IDDEAS project’s focus on
formative usability assessments and prototype development allows
for close collaboration with potential end-users in experimental
settings, compensating for what could be deemed the limitation
of qualitative interview inquiry. The mixed methods used in
the usability evaluation will provide additional approaches to
quantifying our findings, while also still allowing for e�ciently
identifying CAMHS clinicians’ current needs and how IDDEAS can
meet those needs.

Conclusion

Child and adolescent mental health services psychiatrists
and psychologists shared the need for a completed IDDEAS
clinical decision support system, especially if it is integrated
within their clinical care processes; specifically, the electronic
health record. Participants are eager to engage with the next
phase, the dynamic high-fidelity prototype. Further usability
assessments and identification of additional requirements for
IDDEAS is necessary before feasibility testing and implementation.
The findings from this study can help inform future IDDEAS
development. A fully functioning, integrated version of
IDDEAS has the potential to be an important contribution to
support clinicians in the early identification of risks for mental
disorders as well as full assessment and treatment of children
and adolescents.
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